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CaiAPTER I
nmoDUCTiou
Rationale#-"Educational achievement of pi^ils has been a major
concern of teachers and administrators for many years. Continuously
they have been seeking ways of trying to improve or tpgrade the level
of achievement of both small and large high school pipils.
Curriculum revision is a constant process but at best the cur¬
riculum cannot assure the best achievement by the ptpil. Instructional
practices with energetic teachers performing a hi^ quality of teaching
is essential if even the minimum amount of achievement is to be re¬
cognized.
The increase of enrollment in the iboerlcan Hi^ School today
has caused educators to seek more economical and effective ways of
classifying students for teaching purposes in order to bring more
students closer to their achievement potentials. Althou^ there has
been no practice found, as yet, that will solve the problem, the writer
feels that some encouraging steps have been made in the positive
direction.
Educationally, society wants every child to receive the kind of
training which will enable him to be a useful citizen, contributing to
society and to himself in accordance with his capacity. The concept
of "Exceptional Children" is merely an enlargement of the meaning of
1
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individual differences. The large majority of children have traits
and abilities which are similar enou^ in kind and extent so that from
an ed\icational point of view their needs can be sv^lied reasonably
well throng the usxial type of class instruction. There are some
children, however, who possess some traits sufficiently in plus or
mimis quantitites so that they cannot be tau^t satisfactorily with
the typical class gro\;^. These children are commonly considered as
"exceptional," They deviate from the normal or average children to
such an extent that special educational facilities have been provided,^
Homogeneous grotq>ing of students for Instruction is among several
practices being tried to help alleviate the problem of mass low level
achievement. Some grouping is within a given course while other
practices retain the traditional type of classroom instruction but
divide each grade into groups. This practice is controversial but
there are argraaents in favor of it.
In general one may say that working teachers by and large tend
to favor gror5)ing, with fairly strong support from parents and ad¬
ministrators, The fact is, that all high schools practice some kind
of ability grov^ing and have done so for many years. This may some¬
times occur throu^ the meerest accident. All the best students may
just happen to elect the same class. The real question is not whether
there is groi:?>ing, but whether grotq)ing shall be carried on system¬
atically, according to a predetermined plan, and what that plan
Harold J, Mahoney, "The Team Approach to Personnel





Homogenity, from the point of the educational psychologist,
may be more of pious hope than an actuality; it may well be that the
abilities of a homogeneous grot^ will scatter all iq> and down the
scale within a few weeks after the grot®) has been constituted, it may
be that, in the top grov^), the range of ability will be very wide but
the fact remains that the "homogeneous” grovcp is easier for the
teacher to handle, learns more readily, works together better and
creates fewer discipline and personality problems than does the Tin-
selected class. This is true not Just of the top grot^, but of all
2
grot^s, InclTidlng even the lowest and slowest.
A recommendation for improving public secondary education is
that in the required subjects and those elected by the students with
wide range of ability, the students should be grotqred according to
ability, subject for subject. There should be at least three types
of classes—one for the more able, another for the large groiq) whose
ability is above average, and another for the very slow reader.^
Among the more urgent and vital problems of the teacher is that
of developing suitable e3q)ectations for his pt^ils, bath as a groi^
and as individuals in order to adapt the curriculum to the educational
1
Frank 0. Copley, The American Hi^ School and the Talented




James £. Conant, The American Hi^ School Today (Uew York;
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1959), p. 49.
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potentialities of individual pTq)ils*^
Evolution of the problem#—«This study evolved from the writers*
experiences as a teacher at the Oconee Hi^ School for twelve years
and as a teacher-counselor for the past four years* The writer has
made many observations as to the rate of achievement of students on
the hi^ school level.
Recent surveys of test scores, academic grades and enpirical
experiences of teachers have led the administrative personnel, members
of the faculty and the writer to believe student *s academic perform¬
ance decreases after entering Oconee Hl^ School* As partial support
of this belief, many of the students entering the school at the
seventh grade level have been found to be achieving at or above their
normal grade level only to fall far below this level after two or
three years* Many of these students have been found to become un-
terested and drop out at the ninth grade level*
The problem of academic achievement among both the brl^ter
segment of the school and those with average ability has become a
major concern of the school staff*
A variety of approaches has been made in an effort to understand
and cope with this problem* One of these was the practice of grouping
within the grades which had its beginning in September, I962* By
ascertaining the academic achievement of pvpils with similar abilities
as grouped in grsuie nine during the I963-I964 school term, as conpared
i
Denis Baron and Harold W* Bernard, Evaluation Techniques for
Classroom Teachers (New Xorh: McGraw-Hill Book Co*, Inc*, 19^8),
p. S3,
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with that of a similar graded non-grov5)ed section, the administrative
staff and sub;}ect matter teachers will have a more scientific basis
for grov5)ing students for purposes of inproved perfonnance,
Ciontribution to educational knowledge,—Presently, emphasis in
the conprehensive high school is tpon more effective ways of school
and class organization to meet more effectively the needs of larger
numbers and varieties of pxpils throughout the country, particularly
with students of certain cultural disadvantages. It was hoped that
this study would provide an objective method of determining whether
ability groxping, as a method of organization, is an effective way
of helping prpils to achieve at a higher rate in the Oconee Hi^
School* The data provided in this stiidy should serve to: (l) assist
administrators in planning a curriculm to best meet the needs of
prpils with varying abilities, (2) reveal to teachers areas of weak¬
nesses in the basic skills—reading, vocabulary, language, arithmetic
and work-stxuay, and (3) afford a basis for inproved instruction and
remediation at an early stage of high school.
Statement of the problem.—The problem involved in this study
was to conpare the levels of achievaaent attained within one school
term by two grovps of ninth grade students; one grotped homogeneously
according to similarity of their intelligence quotients and the other,
heterogenously. The ipecific areas of achievement included tested
skills of language, reading, vocabulary, arithmetic and work-study and
class ratings in language, general science and arithmetic as Indicated
by teachers* grading of these students who are enrolled in the Oconee
6
High School, Dublin, Georgia*
Scope and limitations of the study,—Limitations of this study
were:
1, The selection of a ^ecific grade in Oconee Hi^ School
and the selection of two gro^s*
2, The basic data were confined to test scores taken from
two standardized tests, one intelligence and one
achievement (two administrations), and tesichers* ratings
in language, general science and mathematics*
3* It was concerned with the year I963-I964*
Purpose of the study*—»The general purpose of this study was
to test the Hull I^othesis through the following ^ecific questions:
1* Are there significant differences in mean levels of
tested and teacher-rated achievement of the homogeneous
and heterogeneous groiq>s?
2* Eased on academic records, are there significant dif¬
ferences in ^ecific grade ratings of the two grot^s?
3* Where does major in^jrovement, if any, occur within the
sxibject matter area?
4* What are the average differences, if any, in the tested
achievement of the two grot5>s in specific areas of
language, reading, vocabulary, arithmetic and work-study
skills?
5* Where does major improvements, if any, occvir within the
tested area?
6* What are the comparisons of adequacy of achievement, based
on probable average learning capacity of the two groips
as measured by the test of intelligence?
7* What values for improvement of practices in classroom
organization may be derived from the conclusions and
implications of this study?
7
Definition of terms.--The following definitions were considered
in this study:
1, ”Homogeneously-Grot5)ed" refers to a grot?) of individuals
which at a given time and in a given situation present
a con5>aratively small degree of scatter when I.Q. is the
criterion,
2, ”Ability-Gro\;5)ing" refers to a device for bringing stxidents
together on criteria of likeness. The term was used
synonymously with that of homegeneous-grox^ing in this
study,
3, "Intelligence" refers to the level of mental mattirity as
measured by 12ie California Test of Mental Maturity, 1957
S-Form,
4, "Achievement" refers to the level of development as
measured by the Iowa Test of Basic Skills (grade-
placement),
5, "GroT;5)ed" refers to the twenty-five pupils selected on
basis of.I,Q,*s ranging from ninety to 110,
6, '^on-Grox5>ed" refers to the twenty-five pi^iils selected
on the basis of the heterogeneity of their I,Q, scores.
Locale of the study,—The locale of this study was Oconee High
School, Dublin, Georgia, with a total enrollment of five hundred and
twenty and a ninth grade enrollment of seventy-seven.
Method of research and period of study,—The Descriptive-
congaarative method of research utilizing testing and documentary and
statistical analysis was used as the means of realizing the purposes
of this study.
The study was conducted during the I963-I964 school year at the
Oconee Hi^ School,
Description of subjects,—The subjects involved in this stxidy
were twenty-five ninth grade ability-grox5)ed students whose intelligence
8
quotients ranged from ninety to 109 and twenty-five heterogeneously.
grotq>ed ninth grade piq>ils \riiose intelligence quotients ranged from
fifty-nine to eighty-nine.
The chronological ages of the hamogeneously-groi:q)ed and the
heterogeneously-grotq>ed ninth grade pi^ils ranged from twelve years and
eleven months to fourteen years and eleven months, and from twelve
years and nine months to sixteen years, eleven months rei^ectively.
The sex of these p\q>ils were seven males and ei^teen females
in the homogeneous grox:q> and five males and twenty females in the
heterogeneous group.
Description of the instruments,—The instruments used to gather
data were official school records, the California Short Form Test of
Mental Maturity and the Iowa Test of Basic Skills - Forms 1 and 2,
The California Short Form Test of Mental Maturity consists of
four factors: Spatial Relationship, Logical Reasoning, Numerical
Reasoning and Verbal Concepts, Each of these four factors is divided
into subtests. The Spatial Relation factor consists of Sensing Ri^t
and Left and Manipulation of Areas; the Logical Reasoning factor
consists of Similarities and Inference; the Numerical Reasoning factor
consists of Number Series and Nxmxerical Quantity; the Verbal Concepts
factor consists only of verbal concepts.
This test is standardized and is designed to sanple various kinds
of mental processes to establish the level and rate of mental develop¬
ment.
The Iowa Test of Basic Skills, a standardized test battery,
consists of eleven separate tests for grades 3"9« eleven separate
9
tests are organized under five major tests consisting of Vocabulary,
Reading Con^rehension, Language Skills, Work-Study Skills, and
Arithmetic Skills* The Language Skills test consists of Spelling,
Capitalization, Punctuation and Usage* The Work-Study Skills consists
of Map Reading, Reading Graphs and Tables and Knowledge and Use of
Reference Materials* The Arithmetic Skills consists of Arithmetic
Concepts and Arithmetic Problem Solving*
This test was designed for con5)rehensive measurement in the
fundamental skills of vocabulary, reading, the mechanics of correct
writing, methods of stxidy and arithmetic which are crucial to the
total educational development of the pipils*
Research procedtires*—Research procedures for this study were
as follows:
1* Permission to conduct the study was secured from the
proper authorities*
2* The subjects, enroUees at Oconee High School, were
selected on the basis of test data secured at the opening
of the 1963-1964 academic year, using Intelligence
Quotients as the criterion for homogeneity and heter-
ogenity*
3* The Iowa Test of Basic Skills, Form 2 was administered
to both grorps diiring the month of October*
4* The Iowa Test of Basic Skills, Form 1 was administered
to both grotps during the month of May*
5* The semester's grade averages of both grouped and non-
grouped sections were taken from the cumulative records*
* The mean, median, standard deviation, standard error of
the mean and percentages and procedures for determining
significance of the difference between means were used
in making generalizations of the two groxps* Bata was




7. The "t” test of 2,58 at the (.01) per cent level of
confidence -with forty-eight degrees of freedom was used
as the criterion of reliability,
8, Fornralation of findings, conclusions, in^ilications and
recommendations was drawn from the detailed analysis of
all data collected.
Collection of data,—The steps followed in collection of data
pertinent to this study were as follows: permission was secured from
proper authorities during the month of May, 19^3* During last week
in August 1963 subjects were selected using data from official school
records. During the first week in October, I963, the Iowa Test of
Basic Skills-Form 2 was administered to both groig>s. During the
third week in May, 19^4, the Iowa Test of Basic Skills-Form 1 was
administered to both grov^js. During the first week in June, 19^4,
acewiemic grades were taken from official school records.
Survey of related literature,—The literature reviewed as basic
to this study revealed that, in general, authorities differ in many
aspects pf groining with varied reasons, but many hold fast to the
fact that some form of grotqpiaig is carried on in all hi^ schools
whether it be predetermined or not. Many writers agree that grox5)ing
of some sort makes for better performance by both pt:^)!! and the
teacher,
Melchoir says that homogeneous-grouping makes possible both
careful planning and better plans for accomplishing results, because
the teacher does not have to face the problem of wide individual dif¬
ferences among pi^jils. This in turn allows more time for teachers to
study how better to meet individtial differences within the prescribed
area. There is evidence to show that pt^pils who are somewhat alike
11
in ^eed at which they can leaxn are h^pier together and enjoy their
school life more, because they definitely experience relative success
and as a rule are aware of their actual status with regard to the
1
objectives sought.
Recognition of the fact that pipils of a given grade do not all
have the same capacity to achieve in any subject area has led to the
efforts to grotp pT5)ils in such a way as to reduce the range of
individual differences and to adapt curricular materials and teaching
methods to the needs and capacities of individual ptpils. Evaluative
procedures that have been designed to relate capacity and achievement
''expectancy'* can be developed for the individual pt^il or for a grot?)
of pupils,^
High schools and colleges are responsible for providing means
to stimulate boys and girls as fully as possible—^particularly gifted
boys and girls. Ind^endent schools are using a variety of methods to
achieve this aim. In general, they believe that sina3.1 classes permit
intimate association of teacher and pvpil and thus contribute both to
the motivation of pxpils and to the effectiveness of learning. In
addition these schools grotp pi:pils in sections according to their
ability, promise and pr^aration in specific fields. While research
has not shown such wide practice in the public high school it is
becoming increasingly popular to practice grotping by such methods for
-
William T. Melchoir, Instructional Supervision: A Guide te
Modern Practice (Boston: B. C. Heath and C!o^any, 19^o), p. 163.
2
Baron and Bernard, op. cit., p. 83.
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the case of instruction.
Lloyd Michael states that the underlying concept of our American
System of Education is that free and equal educational opportunities
shall be available for all youth thro\i^ high school. Efforts to
provide secondary education for all youth proved a stx^endous task as
schools, with varying degrees of success, have sought to diversify their
programs to meet the greater differences in abilities, interests and
p
ai^irations represented in their pTq)il populations.
Copley states that students gro\;^ed homogeneously will find a
level of learning on which they can all operate with relative ease
and a minimum of friction, at this level they sort themselves out
into those who lead and those who follow, but the distance and the
differences between the two are not great enough to create invidious
distinction of feelings of jealousy or of inqpatience. Operating at
a speed comfortable for them all, and with sets of ideas that they
find within their grai^, they stimulate each other, horizontally, so
to ^eak, in a way far more effective than any vertical stimulation,
from bright to slow, could provide."^
In his study of American Hi^ Schools Conant found that many
schools in which ability-groiping was used in at least one subject.
1
Lloyd Michael and Other Contributors, Education for the Gifted,
The Fifty-seventh Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of




Frank 0. Copley, The American High School and the Talented
Student (Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan Press, I98I), p. 27.
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It vas commonly found in English, and ixsually instruction was given
at three levels~one level for the top ten to fifteen per cent in
terms of their ability in English, a second level for the large
middle group and a third for the very slow reader*^
It is to be recognized that certain fundamental objections have
long been voiced against the purely educational a^ects of ability-
grot5)lng» Some which are more pronovinced are:
(1) It is undemocratic
(2) Regular classes lose in effectiveness
(3) The more able are deprived of associations with
typical students
(4) Leadership qualities will not be widely developed
(5) Grov5>ing leads to tension among the more able
(6) Grotq)ing raises problems of evaluating and reporting,^
^guments for ability-gro\5)ing are:
(1) The more able students are challenged to the measure of
their abilities
(2) They profit from the stimulation offered by other able
stiidents
1
James B, Conant, The American High School Today (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc,, 1959)» P« 103*
2
BEA and National Association of Secondary School Principals,
“Administration: Procedtires and School Practices for the Academically
Talented Students" (Washington, D. C«: National Education Associa¬
tion, i960), pp. 76-79*
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(3) There is added time for enrichment materials
(4) Special classes eliminate the necessity for acceleration
(^) Social or personal adjustment is not impaired.^
That the problem of sectioning and separation is receiving wide
discussion is evidenced by an article which appeared in the New York
Times concerning the report sponsored by the Rockefeller Brothers
Fund on United States educational needs:
"...it (the report) repeatedly stresses that the indi¬
vidual’s talents must be developed *in a context of concern
for all.*
The report eschewed the philosophy behind Rear Admiral
I^an Rickover's suggested elite academies for the in-
tellectTially gifted. It opposed the idea of separating
students by ability. In a democracy the panel said, there
is much to be gained by mixing bri^t and slow in-between
in the same classes. Let good teachers challenge each
according to his abilities.*
It is generally asserted that we have an increasing nvimber of
students who cannot master the traditional subjects. Edmondson
suggested there is a real need in this country for carefully conducted
educational e^eriments to determine what can be done for them. "The
solution," he says, "is not to be found in merely increasing the number
of vocational courses or in the mere dilution of present coxirses in
mathematics, the languages, and other academic subjects, nor, ap¬




Helen Hall Jennings, Sociometry in Group Relations (Washington,
D. C. American Comcil on Education, 1946), pT 9» "cited by" Loren
B. Pope, reporting on The Pursuit of Excellence: Education and the
Future of America, prepared by Panel V of the Special Studies Project
of the Rockefeller Brothers Fund, in Hew York Times, June 23, I958,
p. 16,
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He further states that experimentation with new materials and new
methods is needed and in the meantime, special attention should be
given to the problem of protecting the interests of the students who
have good ability.^
A Teacher's Opinion Poll of the question: Should students be
grouped according to ability in hi^ school revealed through their
responses that 87.3 per cent were in favor of, 8.6 per cent were
p
opposed to and 4.1 per cent had no opinion.
With reference to related studies, the investigator was able to
find similar studies, some of whose conclusions follow.
Barlow concluded from a st\idy of homogeneous groT;q?ing in a school
in southern California that procedtires more sophisticated than achieve¬
ment testing are required to secure a reasonably homogeneous class.
3
It was concluded, also, that homogeneity is not enough.
Goldberg concluded in a study she directed using forty-five Hew
York City Elementary Schools as sample, that in some instances the
presence of bright children had a tendency to raise the achievement in
the sciences and social studies while conversely the presence of low




J. B. Edmondson, Joseph Roemer and Francis Bacon, The Adminis¬
tration of The Modern Secondary School (New York: The Macmillan Co.,
1959), P. 369.
2
"Teacher Opinion Poll," NBA Journal, L (April, I961), pp. 23-24.
3
Irving H. Barlow, "Does Homogeneous Grouping Give Homogeneous
Groups?," The Elementary School Journal , LXIII (October, I962), 32.
4
"Ability Grouping in Elementary School," School and Society, XIX
(April, 1962), 186.
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TaJting all these varying viewpoints into consideration the reader
felt that, although there were pros and cons with reference to the
effectiveness of such practice as homogeneous grov5)ing, the eacperience
with such a practice at the Oconee Hi^ School might prove beneficial.
Summary of related literature.—From the review of related
literature, there seems to be the general conclusion of many authori¬
ties that some kind of grouping automatically occurs in most hi^
schools where children of varying abilities come to be educated. There
is a general consensvis that the most widely used factor for grouping
is ability.
Nevertheless, authorities generally agree that no one factor
alone will constitute ”the'' factor best suited for grouping purposes,
but it is generally agreed that if certain factors are reasonably
controlled, pv^iils groi;®ed homogeneously will show gain in some
variables of achievement that will be significant enough to warrant
such practice.
However, it has been found that irr^pective of the grouping
plan, grouping without deliberate changes in instructional content is
invalid.
From the literature, the writer secured significant points of
view and listed them along with various authors. The observations
have been summarized and rported in the succeeding paragraphs,
1, Wyndham - In terms of improvement in scholastic achieve¬
ments, the evidence is sli^tly in favor of ability
grouping, but no final answer can be given to the question.
2. Billet - In his study to determine the advantages of
ability groTq)ing in English of ninth grade piq>ils, concluded
17
that the fast hcanogeneous groxqi seemed to engage in many
activities for which no adequate measure was provided
in the testing program. Nevertheless, he found there was
probable error of difference mean gain.
3. Goldberg - On the basis of the study she directed, concluded
that ability grovqoing, by itself—that is the mere physical
assembling of pupils with similar ability did not have any
positive effect on the academic attainment of fifth and
sixth grade pupils. Gains in achievement were influenced
more strongly by teacher and group differences, in in¬
dividual classrooms, than by the presence ©y absence of
gifted p\;q>ils, the range of ability in the class, or even
by the intellectual ability of the pupils.
4. Edmondson, Roemer, Bacon - Segregation is designed primarily
for the purpose of improving the instructional process.
5. Terrance - In his report of achievement of fifth and
sixth grade students discovered the following: ll4 under¬
achievers had a mean I.Q. of 111.2 as measured by the
Kuhlmann-Anderson Test and 73 overachievers had a mean
I.Q. of 104.7. The general conclusion was that in general
underachievers tend to have high I.Q. scores.
6. Barlow - In his study it was fo\md that homogeneous
grouping did not lead to greater measured gains.
The review of related literature led to the following con¬
clusions :
1. Even thou^ some form of grouping is widely practiced,
the difference in school achievement is not markedly
great because of ability grouping.
2. "Teacher Challenge" could serve as a major factor in
ptpil gain whether bright, average or slow.
3. Enrichment of instructional program with new material
rather than a watering down of or an addition of content
material to meet the needs of all pupils is essential for
achievement gain.
CHAPTER II
ORGAHIZATIOH AND TREATMENT OF DATA
Prefatory statement.--The data presented in this chapter was
analyzed and interpreted in an effort to provide a basis for the
formulation of conclusions pertaining to the purposes of this study
which are listed in Chapter I, These data are presented in such a
manner as to answer questions relative to the hypothesis as posed in
the statement of the problem. The main purpose of the study was to
determine whether there was any significant difference in achieve¬
ment between the homogeneously-gro\q?ed ninth grade ptq)ils and the
heterogeneously-grouped ninth grade p‘cq)ils of the Oconee High School,
Dublin, Georgia, and if so where the differences occxirred in terms of
standardized test variables and academic grades as rated by teachers.
The writer restricted the subjects of this investigation to the two
groups as named.
The present section of the thesis will present the data on the
testing program concerned with the achievement scores and the academic
grade ratings of the two groups of pupils, (a) homogeneous group and
(b) heterogeneous group of the ninth-grade of the Oconee Hi^ School,
Appropriate tables illustrative of the data as indicated below will be
found throu^out the section.
1. There are eleven tables which will present frequency
distribution of the fifty pupils enrolled in the
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ninth-grade of the Oconee High School. On each of the
"vairiables” in the tests as used in this study, the tables
will give primary statistics in regard to measures of
central tendency and variability,
2. There are eleven tables which will present significant
differences between the two grot^s of ninth grade piq)ils
on the variables of the tests as used in this study.
3. There are six tables which will present the frequency
distributions of academic grades as rated by teachers
for the ninth-grade pupils during the first and second
semester.
4. There are six tables which will present significant dif¬
ferences between the two groups of ninth-grade p-iq)ils on
the academic grades for the first and second semester as
used in this study.
5. There are two summary tables which will present all the
basic data included in the other tables.
The criteria of reliability of the statistics of the various
variables of the data were: Fisher’s "t” test of significant dif¬
ferences below at or above the (.01) per cent level of confidence,^
2
the standard error of the mean, together with Fisher's "t" test of
1
Allen L. Edwards, Statistical Methods for the Behavioral
Sciences (New York; Rinehart and Coiipany, Inc., 19^0), p. 242.
2
Clifford P. Froehlich, Kenneth B, Hoyt, Guidyice Testing
(Chicago: Science Research Association, Inc., 1959)> PP* 68-70.
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significant difference between the two means.
Results on the California Test of Mental Maturity - S-Form.—The
data on the I.Q. corogponent of the California Test of Mental Matxurity,
as revealed by the raw scores obtained by the twenty-five homogeneously-
groiqped and the twenty-five heterogeneously-grov5)ed ninth-grade pi5)ils
of the Oconee High School, Dublin, Georgia, I963-I964 are presented
in Tables 1 and 2, pages 20 and 21 respectively; and are analyzed in
the s^axate paragraphs below.
Homogeneous Groiqp - For the twenty-five homogeneously-groined
ninth-grade pinils the I.Q, scores ranged from a low of 90 to a high
of 109 with a mean of 98.36, a median of 97> a standard deviation
of 4.62, and a standard error of the mean of ,924, Ten or 4o per
cent of them scored above the mean, 11 or 44 per cent scored below
the mean, and 4 or 16 per cent scored within the mean class-interval.
The mean score of 98*36 indicated a difference which was 1,64 points
below the norm of expectancy of 100 in the area of mental ability.
Heterogeneous Groi^) - For the twenty-five heterogenously-
groi5)ed ninth-grade pi5>ils the I.Q, scored ranged from a low of 59 to
a hl^ of 89, with a mean of 78,32, a median of 80 and standard
deviation of 9*jL8, and a. standard error of the mean of 1.84. Thirteen
or 52 per cent scored above the mean, 10 or 4o per cent scored below
the mean, and 2 or 8 per cent scored within the mean class-interval.
The mean score of 78.32 indicated a difference which was 21.68 points
——— .
Froehlich and Hoyt, op, cit,, pp, 71-73.
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TABLE 1
DISTRIBUTION AND PERCENTAGE OF I.Q. SCORES OBTAINED ON THE
CALIFORNIA TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY, S-FORM BY TWENTY-
FIVE HQIOGENEOUSLY-GROUPED AND TWENTY-FIVE HETERO¬
GENEOUSLY-GROUPED NINTH GRADE PUPILS AT THE
OCONEE HIGH SCHOOL IN DUBLIN, GEORGIA
Scores Homogeneous' Heterogeneous^





97- 99 4 16
94- 96 5 20
91- 93 5 20
88- 90 1 4 3 12
85- 87 2 8
82- 84 7 28
79- 81 1 4
76- 78 2 8
73- 75 1 4
70- 72 2 8
67- 69 3 12
64- 66 3 12
61- 63 0 0
58- 60 1 4
Total 25 100 25 100
Mean 98.36 78.32
Median 97 80
Sigma 4.62 9 *18
SE_ .924 1.84
Average I.Q. 98.I6 77.08
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table 2
SIGNIFICAITT DIFFEKENCES OF I.Q. ON IHE CALIFOENIA. TEST OF
MEHTAL MATURITT, S-FORM BETWEEN THE TWENTY-FIVE HOMO¬
GENEOUSLY-GROUPED AND TWENTY-FIVE HETEROGENEOUSLY-
GROUPED NINTH-GRADE PUPILS IN THE OCONEE HIGH
SCHOOL, DUBLIN, GEORGIA I963-64
Gro^5) Nimiber Median Mean
S.E."




Group 25 97 98.36 4.62 .924
and 20.04 2.09 9.63
Heterogeneous
Groiip 25 80 78.32 9.18 1.84
below the norm of escpectancy of 100 in the area of mental ability.
The "t” ratio of comparative data - Table 2 shows the com¬
parative measures for the two groups were as follows; the mean I.Q.
was 98.36 and 78.32 fOr the homogeneous and heterogeneous group,
respectively, with a difference of 20.04 in favor of the homogeneous
group; the median I.Q. was 97 and 80 for the homogeneous and hetero¬
geneous groi^, rei^ectively, with a differnnce of 17 in favor of the
homogeneous grotg); the standard deviation was 4.62 and 9*18 for the
homogeneous and the heterogeneous group, respectively, with a dif¬
ference of 4.56 in favor of the heterogeneous grot^); and the standard
error of the mean was .924 and 1,84 for the homogeneous and hetero¬
geneous groxg), respectively with a difference of .916 in favor of
heterogeneous group. The standard error of the difference be¬
tween the two means was 2.09.
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The "t” for these data was 9.63 which was significant for it
was greater than 2,58 at the (.01) per cent level of confidence at 48
degrees of freedom. Therefore, the difference on the California Test
of Mental Maturity 1957 S-Form was statistically significant for these
two groTjps of pupils.
Interpretation - A summary of the data analyzed and con^jared
above would appear to indicate that the mean I.Q.^of 98.36 and 78.32
!!' ''
for the homogeneous and heterogeneous grovqo, respectively, was also
an indication that the homogeneous groTQ) was educational 6u:celarated
and that the heterogeneous grot^) was educationally retarded as
measured by the California Test of Mental Maturity,
Further, because of the absence of rigid and con5>rehensive
controls of the grooq), the question still remains as to what extent
the factors of socio-economic status and "Teacher Methodology" could
or did significantly alter the performance of these Negro ninth-
grade pupils. However, it is apparent from the test results to what
extent there was a difference in performance from varianle to variable
on the achievement test used in the study.
More significantly perhaps, there remains the question as to
what extent the "level of aspiration" was the same or markedly dif¬
ferent between the two gro'cq>s and woiild or did significantly affect
the level of observable and measurable performance of the ninth-grade
homogeneously-grot5)ed and heterogeneously-grouped pxqoils in this
school.
Pointedly, perhaps, there remains the question as to what extent
24
"homogeneous" groTq)ing is more effective than "heterogeneously" grov^jing
in facilitating school achievement. Or, to put the question another
way, whether or not there is a significant difference in the extent
of pupil accomplishment in homogeneous and heterogeneous grot5>s.
Results on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills - Form 2 (Vocabulary).--
The data on the vocabulary coii5)onent of the Iowa Test of Basic Skills
as revealed by the raw scores obtained by the twenty-five homogen-
eously-groi:5)ed and the twenty-five heterogeneously-groii^ed ninth-
grade pupils of the Oconee High School, Dublin, Georgia, I963-I964
are presented in Tables 3 aiid 4, pages 25 and 26, respectively, and
are analyzed in the separate paragraphs below.
Homogeneous Group - For the twenty-five homogeneously-grox5)ed
ninth-grade pupils the scores (grade-placement) ranged from a low
of 5.4 to a high of 10.6, with a mean of 7*8, a median of 7»5> a
standard de-vlation of 1.52, and a standard error of the mean of .303*
Eleven or 44 per cent scored above the mean, 12 or 48 per cent scored
below the mean and 2 or 8 per cent scored within the mean class-
interval. The mean score of 7.8 indicated a grade-placement index
of 7.8, which was 1,4 points below the norm of expectancy of achieve¬
ment in the area of Vocabulary.
Heterogeneous Group - For the twenty-five heterogeneously grouped
ninth-grade pupils the scores (grade-placement) ranged from a low
of 5.7 to a high of 7.8, with a mean of 6,2, a median of 6.3, a
standard deviation of ,885, and a standard error of the mean of ,177.
Twelve or 48 per cent scored above the mean, 9 or 38 per cent scored
below the mean, and 4 or I6 per cent scored within the mean class-
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TABLE 3
DISTRIBUTION AND PERCENTAGE OF GRADE EQUIVALENTS OBTAINED ON
THE VOCABULARY TEST OF THE IOWA TEST OF BASIC SKILLS -
FORM 2 BY TWENTY-FIVE HOMOGENEOUSLY-GROUPED AND
TfrJENTY-FIVE HETEROGENEOUSLY-GROUPED NINTH
GRADE PUPILS AT THE OCONEE HIGH SCHOOL
IN DUBLIN, GEORGIA
Scores Homogeneous Heterogeneous




95- 99 2 8
90- 94 1 4
85- 89 5 29
80- 84 1 4
75- 79 2 8 2 8
70- 74 4 16 3 12
65- 69 3 12 7 28
60- 64 1 4 4 16
55- 59 3 12 2 8
50- 54 1 4 2 8
45- 49 5 20
Total 25 100 25 100
Mean 7.8 6.2
Median 7.5 6.3






interval. The mean score of 6.6 indicated a grade-placement index
of 6.2, which was 3.0 points below the norm of expectancy of achieve¬
ment in the area of VocabtiLary.
The "t" ratio of comparative data.- Table 4 shows the com¬
parative measures for the two grot5)s were as follows: the mean grade-
placement was 7*8 and 6.2 for the homogeneous and heterogeneous groiQ),
TABLE 4
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES ON THE IOWA TEST OF BASIC SKILLS-
FORM 2 (VOCABULARY COMPONENT) BETWEEN THE TWENTY-FIVE
HOMOGENEOUSLY-GROUPED AND TWENTY-FIVE HETEROGEN¬
EOUSLY-GROUPED NINTH-GRADE PUPILS IN THE OCONEE
HlCai SCHOOL, DUBLIN, GEORGIA
1963-1964






Group 25 7.5 7.76 1.515 .303
and 1.60 .351 4.84
Heterogeneous
Group 25 6.3 6.16 .885 .177
respectively, with a difference of 1.4 in favor of the homogeneous
group; the median grade-placement was 7.5 and 6.3 for the homogeneous
and heterogeneous grov^), respectively, with a difference of 1.2 in
favor of the homogeneous grov^; the standard deviation was 1.515 and
.885 for the homogeneous and the heterogeneous groi^), respectively,
with a difference of .63 in favor of the homogeneous group; and the
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standard error of the mean was .303 and .177 for the homogeneous and
heterogeneous group, respectively, with a difference of .126 in favor
of the homogeneous group. The standard error of the difference
between the two means was .351.
The "t" for these data was 4.84 which was significant for it
was as great as 2.58 at the (.01) per cent level of confidence at 48
degrees of freedom. Therefore, the difference on the vocabulary com¬
ponent of the Iowa Test of Basic Skills - Form 2 was statistically
significant for these two groups of pTQ)ils.
Interpretation - A summary of the data analyzed and compared
above would appear to indicate that the mean grade-placement of 7*8
and 6.2 for the homogeneous and heterogeneous groi^), respectively, was
also an indication that the homogeneous group was educationally re¬
tarded and that the heterogeneous group was educationally retarded
as measured by the Iowa Test of Basic Skills.
Further, because of the absence of rigid and comprehensive
controls of the groiq), the question still remains as to what extent
the factors of socio-economic status and "Teacher Methodology” could
or did significantly alter the performance of these Negro ninth-grade
pupils. However, it is apparent from the test results to what extent
there was a difference in perfoimance from variable to variable on
the achievement test used in the study.
More significantly, perhaps, there remains the question as to
what extent the V level of aspiration" was the same or markedly dif¬
ferent between the two grovqjs and would or did significantly affect
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the level of observable and measurable performance of the ninth-grade
homogeneously-grouped and heterogeneously-grouped pupils in this
school.
Pointedly, perhaps, there remains the question as to what
extent "homogeneous" groiqplng is more effective than "heterogeneous"
grouping in facilitating school achievement. Or, to put the question
aiother way, whether or not there is a significant difference in the
extent of pupil accomplishment in homogeneous and heterogeneous groups.
Results on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills - Form 2 (Reading).—
The data on the Reading component of the Iowa Test of Basic Skills
as revealed by the raw scores obtained by the twenty-five homogeneous-
ly-grotq>ed and the twenty-five heterogeneously-grotqjed ninth-grade
pupils of the Oconee High School, Dublin, Georgia, 1^6s-1^6k are
presented in Tables 5 and 6, pages 29 and 30, respectively; and are
analyzed in the separate paragraphs below.
Homogeneous Group - For the twenty-five homogeneously-grouped
ninth-grade pupils the scores (grade-placement) ranged from a low
of 5*8 to a high of 10.5, with a mean of 7.8, a median of 8.1, a
standard deviation of 1.37 and a standard error of the mean of .273.
Twelve or 48 per cent scored above the mean, 5 or 20 per cent scored
below the mean and 8 or 32 perr cent scored within the mean class-
interval. The mean score of 7.8 indicated a grade-placement index of
7.8, which was 1.4 points below the norm of expectancy of achieve¬
ment in the area of Reading,
Heterogeneous Grovq> - For the twenty-five heterogeneously-
grouped ninth-grade piqjils the scores (grade-placement) ranged from a
29
TABLE 5
DISTRIBUTIOII AUD PERCENTAGE OF GRADE EQUIVALENTS OBTAINED ON
THE READING COMPONENT OF THE IOWA TEST OF BASIC SKILLS-
FORM 2 BY THE TWENTY-FIVE HCMOGENEOUSLY-GROUPED AND
TWENTY-FIVE HETEROGENEOUSLY-GROUPED NINTH GRADERS
AT THE OCONEE HIC2I SCHOOL, DUBLIN, GEORGIA
Scores
Homogeneous Heterogeneous




95- 99 4 16
90- 94 2 8
85- 89 0 0
8o- 84 3 12 3 12
75- 79 8 32 4 16
70- 74 1 4 7 28
65- 69 2 8 5 20
60- 64 1 4 2 8











low of 5»3 to a high of 8.3> with a mean of 6,9, amedian of 7»0, a
standard deviation of .89, and a standard error of the mean of .178.
Foiarteen or 56 per cent scored above the mean, 6 or 2k per cent scored
below the mean, and 5 or 20 per cent scored within the mean class-
interval. The mean score of 6,9 indicated a grade-placement index
of 6,9 which was 2.3 points below the norm of expectancy of achieve¬
ment in the area of reading.
The "t” ratio of con^parative data - Table 6 shows the cocg>arative
measures for the two groups were as follows; the mean grade-placement
was 7.8 and 6.9 for the homogeneous and heterogeneous grovQ), re¬
spectively, with a difference of .81 in favor of the homogeneous
TABLE 6
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES ON THE IOWA TEST OF BASIC SEELLS-
FORM 2 (READING) BETWEEN THE IWENTI-FIVE HCMOGENEOUSLY-
GROUPED AND TOENTY-FIVE HETEROGEHEOUSLY-GROUPED
NINTH-GRADE PUPILS IN THE OCONEE HIGH SCHOOL
DUBLIN, GEORGIA, I963-I964






Group 25 8.1 7.8 1.37 .273
and .81 .326 2.48
Heterogeneous
Groiip 25 7.0 6.9 .89 •H --300
grpoQ); the median grade-placement was 8,1 and 7.0 for the homogeneous
and heterogeneous groi^), respectively, with a difference of 1.1 in
favor of the homogeneous group; the standard deviation was 1,37 and
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.89 for the homogeneous and the heterogeneous grotg), respectively,
with a difference of .46 in favor of the homogeneous grotp; and the
standard error of the mean was .273 stn^ .178 for the homogeneous and
heterogeneous group, re^ectively, with a difference of .095 favor
of the hcmogeneovis group. The standard error of the difference
between the two means was .326.
The "t” for these data was 2.48 which was not significant for
it was less than 2.58 at the (.01) per cent level of confidence at 48
degrees of freedom. Therefore, the difference on the reading com¬
ponent of the Iowa Test of Basic Skills-Form 2 was not
statistically significant for these two groi^js of pupils.
Interpretation - A summary of the data analyzed and compared
above would appear to indicate that the mean grade-placement of 7.8
and 6.9 for the homogeneous and heterogeneous grov^), re^ectively, was
also an indication that the homogeneous grotp was educationally re¬
tarded and that the heterogeneous group was educationally retarded as
measvired by the Iowa Test of Basic Skills.
Further, because of the absence of rigid comprehensive controls
of the grotp, the question still remains as to what extent the factors
of socio-economic status and "Teacher Methodology" could or did sig¬
nificantly alter the performance of these Negro ninth-grade pupils.
However, it is apparent from the test results to what extent there was
a difference in performance from variable to variable on the achieve¬
ment test used in the study.
More significantly, perhaps, there remains the question as to
what extent the "level of a^iration" was the same or laarkedly
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different between the two grot5)s and TOxild or did significantly affect
the level of observable and measurable performance of the ninth-
grade homogeneously-groTQjed and heterogeneously-grouped pupils in this
school.
Pointedly, perhaps, there remains the question as to what extent
"homogeneous" gro-cq>lng is more effective than "heterogeneous" grouping
in facilitating school achievement. Or, to put the question another
way, whether or not there is a significant difference in the extent
of pupil acconqollshment in homogeneous and heterogeneous groiq>s.
Results on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills - Form 2 (Language).—
The data on the language con^jonent of the Iowa Test of Basic Skills
as revealed by the raw scores obtained by the twenty-five homogeneously-
grouped and the twenty-five heterogeneously-grotq)ed ninth-grade piipils
of the Oconee Hi^ School, Dublin, Georgia, I963-I964 are presented
in Tables 7 and 8, pages 33 and 34, respectively; and are analyzed
in the separate paragraphs below.
Homogeneous Group - For the twenty-five homogeneously-grouped
ninth-grade pupils the scores (grade-placement__ ranged from a low
of 6,1 to a high of 10,4 with a mean of 8,4, a median of 8,5, a
standard deviation of l,l8, and a standard error of the mean of ,235,
Eight or 32 per cent scored above the mean, 11 or 44 per cent scored
below the mean, and 6 or 24 per cent scored within the mean class-
interval. The mean score of 8,4 indicated a grade-placement index
of 8,4, which was ,8 points below the norm expectancy of achievement
in the area of language.
Heterogeneous Group - For the twaity-five heterogeneously-
33
TABLE 7
DISIRIBUTIOW AMD PERCENTAGE OF GRADE EODIVALENTS OBTAINED ON
THE LANGUAGE TEST OF THE IOWA TEST OF BASIC SKILLS, FORM 2
BY TWENTY-FIVE HOMOGENEOUSLY-GROUPED AND TWENTY-FIVE
HETEROGEMEOUSLY-GROUPED NINTH GRADERS AT THE
OCONEE HIGH SCHOOL, DUBLIN, GEORGIA
1963-1964
Homogeneous Heterogeneous




95- 99 1 4
90- 94 4 16
85- 89 6 24 1 4
80- 84 2 8 5 20
75- 79 1 4 5 20
70- 74 5 20 3 12
65- 69 2 8 7 28












groT:5>ed ninth-gr&de pupils the scores (grade-placement) ranged from
a low of 5.8 to a high of 8,6, with a mean of 7«2, a median of 7.0,
a standard deviation of .866, emd a standard error of the mean of .177.
Eleven or 44 per cent scored above the mean, 11 or 44 per cent scored
below the mean, and 3 or 12 per cent scored within the mean class-
interval, The mean score of 7*0 indicated a grade-placement index
of 7.0, which was 2,2 points below the norm of esspectancy of achieve¬
ment in the area of language.
The "t" ratio of con^iarative data - Table 8 shows the com¬
parative measures for the two groups were as follows; the mean grade-
placement was 8.4 and 7.2 for the homogeneous and heterogeneous
group, respectively, with a difference of 1.2 in favor of the
TABLE 8
SIGHIFICAMT DIFFEREHCES on the IOWA TEST OF BASIC SKILLS-
FOEM 2 (LANGUAGE) BETWEEN THE TWENTT-FIVE HOMOGENEOUSLY-
GROUPED AND TWENTY-FIVE HETEROGENEOUSLY-GROUPED NINTH
GRADERS IN THE OCONEE HIGH SCHOOL, DUBLIN, GEORGIA,
1963-1964
B".E7 4.JL.
Groxip Mean Median Mean Sigma Mean J^-M^ ^”*^2
Homogeneous
Group 25 8.5 8.4 I.I8 .235
and 1.2 .294 4.01
Heterogeneous
Group 25 7.0 7.2 *866 .177
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homogeneous group; the median grade-placement was 8.5 7*0 the
homogeneous and heterogeneous grot^t, respectively, with a difference
of 1.5 in favor of the homogeneous group; the standard deviation was
l.l8 and .866 for the homogeneous and ■IJie heterogeneous group, re¬
spectively, with a difference of .31^ in favor of the homogeneous
group; and the standard error of the mean was .235 and .177
homogeneous and heterogeneous group, respectively, with a difference
of .058 in favor of the homogeneous group. The standard error of the
difference between the two means was .29^.
The ”t" for these data was 4.01 which was significant for it
was greater than 2.58 at the (.01) per cent level of confidence at
48 degrees of freedom. Therefore, the difference on the language
ccji5>onent of the Iowa Test of Basic Skills - Form 2 was statistically
significant for these two grovq^s of p\q)ils,
Inteipretation - A summary of the data analyzed and coii5)ared
above would appear to indicate that the mean grade-placement of 8.4
and 7*2 for the homogeneous and heterogeneous grox^, respectively, was
also an indication that the homogeneous group was educationally re¬
tarded and that the heterogeneous group was educationally retarded
as measxured by the Iowa Test of Basic Skills.
Further, because of the absence of rigid and co]i5)rehenslve
controls of the group, the question still remains as to what extent
the factors of socio-economic status and "Teacher Methodology" could
or did significantly alter the perfonnance of these Negro ninth-grade
pupils. However, it is apparent from the test results to what extent
there was a difference in performance from variable to variable on
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the achievement test used in the study.
More significantly, perhaps, there remains the question as to
what extent the "level of aspiration" was the same or markedly dif¬
ferent between the two groups and would or did significantly siffect
the level of observable and measurable performance of the ninth-grade
homogeneously-grotq>ed and heterpgeneously-groiqoed pupils in this
school.
Pointedly, perhaps, there remains the question as to what extent
"homogeneous" grouping is more effective than "heterogeneous" grouping
in facilitating school achievement. Or, to put the question another
way, whether or not there is a significant difference in the extent of
pupil accomplishment in homogeneous and heterogeneous groups.
ResTilts on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills - Form 2 (Work-Study).—
The data on the work-study conponent of the Iowa Test of Basic Skills
as revealed by the raw scores obtained by the twenty-five homogeneously-
grovped and the twenty-five heterogeneously-grouped ninth-grade pupils
of the Oconee High School, Dublin, Georgia, I963-I964 are presented
in Tables 9 and 10, pages 37 and 38, respectively; and are analyzed
in the separate paraigraphs below.
Homogeneous Group - For the twenty-five homogeneously-grouped
ninth-grade pupils the scores (grade-placements) ranged from a low of
6.6 to a high of 9.7, with a mesui of 7.7, a median of 7.9, a standard
deviation of .73? and a standard error of the meano of .l46. Twelve
or 44 per cent scored above the mean, 8 or 32 per cent scored below
the mean, and 5 or 20 per cent scored within the mean class-interval.
The mean score of 7*7 indicated a grade-placement index of 7.7, which
37
TABLE 9
DISTRIBUTION AND PERCENTAGE OF GRADE EQUIVALENTS OBTAINED ON
TEE WORK-STUDY TEST OF THE IOWA TEST OF BASIC SKILLS -
FORM 2 BY TWENTY-FIVE HOMOGENEOUSLY-GROUPED AHD
TWENTY-FIVE HETEROGENEOUSLY-GROUPED NINTH








95- 99 1 4
90- 94 2 8
85- 89 4 16
80- 84 5 20 1 4
75- 79 5 20 4 16
70- 74 7 28 10 40

















was 1.5 points below the norm of expectancy of achievement in the
area of work-study.
Heterogeneous Group - For the twenty-five heterogeneously-
grouped ninth-grade pupils the scores (grade-placement) ranged from
a low of 5*7 to a high of 8.3» with a mean of 6.8, a median of 7*2,
a standard deviation of .63, and a standard error of the mean of .126.
Fifteen or 60 per cent scored above the mean, 5 or 20 per cent scored
below the mean, and 5 or 20 per cent scored within the mean class-
interval. The mean score of 6.8 indicated a grade-placement index
of 6.8, which was 2,4 points below the norm of expectancy of achieve¬
ment in the area of work-study.
The “t" ratio of comparative data - Table 10 shows the com¬
parative measures for the two groups were as follows: the mean grade-
placement was 7*7 aJid 6.8 for the homegeneous and heterogeneous
TABLE 10
SIGWIFICAMT DIFFERENCES ON THE IOWA TEST OF BASIC SKILLS-
FORM 2 (WORK-STUDY) BETWEEN THE TWENTY-FIVE HOMO¬
GENEOUSLY-GROUPED AM) TWENTY-FIVE HETERO¬
GENEOUSLY-GROUPED PUPILS IN THE OCONEE
HIGH SCHOOL, DUBLIN, GEORGIA






Group 25 7.9 7.7 .73 .146
and .95 .192 4.94
Heterogeneous
Group
25 7.2 6.8 .63 .126
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group, respectively, with a difference of .95 in favor of the homo¬
geneous groi^; the median grade-placement was 7.9 nnd 7*2 for the
homogeneous and heterogeneous group, respectively, with a difference
of .7 in favor of the homogeneous group; the standard deviation was
.73 nnd .63 for the homogeneous and the heterogeneous grot^); re¬
spectively, with a difference of .10 in favor of the homogeneous
group; and the standard error of the meem was .l46 and .126 for the
homogeneous and heterogeneous group, respectively, with a difference
of .02 in favor of the homogeneous group. The standard error of the
difference between the two means was .192.
The "t" for these data was 4.94 which was significant for it
was greater than 2.58 at the (.01) per cent level of confidence at 48
degrees of freedom. Therefore, the difference on the work-study com¬
ponent of the Iowa Test of Basic Skills - Form 2 was statistically
significant for these two groups of pupils.
Interpretation - A summary of the data analyzed and compared
above would appear to indicate that the mean grade-placement of 7*7
and 6.8 for the homogeneous and heterogeneous groiq), respectively, was
an indication that the homogeneous group was educationally retarded
and that the heterogeneous group was educationally retarded as measured
by the Iowa Test of Basic Skills.
Further, because of the absence of rigid and coii5)rehensive
controls of the group, the question still remains as to what extent
the factors of socio-economic status and "Teacher Methodology" could
or did significantly alter the performance of these Negro ninth-grade
pupils. However, it is apparent from the test results to what extent
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there was a difference in performance from variable to variable on the
achievement test used in the study.
More significeintly perhaps, there remains the question as to
what extent the "level of aspiration" was the same or markedly dif¬
ferent between the two groups and would or did significantly affect
the level of observable and measurable performance of the ninth-grade
homogeneously-grouped and teterogeneously-grouped ptq)ils in this
school.
Pointedly, perhaps, there remains the question as to what extent
"homogeneous" grouping is more effective than "heterogeneous" grouping
in facilitating school achievement. Or, to put it another way,
whether or not there is a significant difference in the extent of
pupil accordplishment in homogeneous and heterogeneous groups.
Results on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills-Form 2 (Arithmetic).—
The data on the arithmetic conponent of the Iowa Test of Basic Skills
as revealed by the raw scores obtained by the twenty-five homogeneously-
grouped and the twenty-five heterogeneously-grouped ninth-grade ptpils
of the Oconee High School, Dublin, Georgia, I963-1964 are presented in
Tables 11 and 12, pages 4l and 42, respectively; and are analyzed in
the separate paragraphs below.
Homogeneous Group - For the twenty-five homogeneously-grouped
ninth-grade pupils the scores (grade-Placement) ranged from a low
of 6.4 to a high of 9*2, with a mean of 8.0, a median of 8.1, a
standard deviation of .90, and a standard error of the mean of .18.
Nine or 36 per cent scored above the mean, 11 .or 44 per cent scored
below the mean, and 5 or 20 per cent scored within the mean
4l
TABLE 11
DISTRIBUTION AND PERCENTAGE OF GRADE EQUIVALENTS OBTAINED ON
THE ARITHMETIC TEST OF THE IOWA TEST OF BASIC SKILLS -
FORM 2 BY TWENTY-FIVE HOMOGENEOUSLY-GROUPED AND
TWENTY-FIVE HETEROGENEOUSLY-GROUPED NINTH :
GRADE PUPILS ATHE OCONEE HIGH SCHOOL ,
DUBLIN, GEORGIA
Scores Homogeneons Heterogeneous





90- 94 5 20 1 4
85- 89 4 16 1 4
80- 84 5 20 5 20
75- 79 5 20 8 32
70- 74 3 12 5 20
65- 69 1 4 3 12














class-interval. The mean score of 8.0 indicated a grade-placement index
of 8,0, "Which was 1.2 points below the norm of expectancy of achieve¬
ment in the area of arithmetic.
Heterogeneous Group - For the "twenty-five heterogeneously-
groiQjed ninth-grade pT:5>ils the scores (grade-placement) ranged from
a low of 5.8 to a high of 9»0> with a mean of 7«5> a median of 7.8,
a standard de"viation of ,77> and a standard error of the mean of
,158, Seven or 28 per cent scored above "the mean, 10 or 4o per cent
scored below the mean, and 8 or 32 per cent scored within the mean
class-interval. The mean score of 7.5 indicated a grade-placement of
7.5 which was 1,7 points below the norm of expectancy of achievement
in the area of arithmetic.
The "t" ratio of con^arative data - Table 12 shows the com¬
parative measures for the "two gro"i:5)s were as follows; the mean
TABLE 12
SIGHIFICAHT DIFFERENCES ON THE IOWA TEST OF BASIC SKILLS
FORM 2 (ARITHMETIC) BETWEEN THE TWENTY-FIVE HOMO¬
GENEOUSLY-GROUPED AND TWENTY-FIVE HETEROGEN¬
EOUSLY-GROUPED NINTH-GRADE PUPILS IN THE
OCONEE HIGH SCHOOL, DUBLIN,i GEORGIA
1983-1984






Group 25 8.1 8.0 .90 .18





grade-pleicement was 8.0 and 7.5 for the homogeneous and heterogeneous
grot^, respectively, with a difference of .5 in favor of the homo¬
geneous groiq>, the median grade-placement was 8.1 and 7.6 for the
homogeneous . and heterogeneous group, respectively, with a difference
of .5 in favor of the homogeneous grovg), the standard deviation was
.90 and .77 for the homogeneous and the heterogeneous group, re¬
spectively, with a difference of .13 in favor of the homogeneous
group; and the standard error of the mean was .18 and .158 for the
homogeneous and heterogeneous group, respectively, with a difference
of .012 in favor of the homogeneous grotqp. The standard error of the
difference between the two means was .239*
The "t” for these data was 3.I8 which was significant for it
was greater 2.58 at the (.01) per cent level of confidence at 48
degrees of freedom. Therefore, the difference on the arithmetic
con5)onent of the Iowa Test of Basic Skills-Form 2 was statistically
significant for these two groaq>s of pupils.
Interpretation - A stjmmary of the data analyzed and coirpared
above would appear to indicate that the mean grade-placement of 8.0
and 7*5 for the homogeneous and heterogeneous group, respectively,
was also an indication that the homogeneous groip was educationally re¬
tarded and that the heterogeneous group was educationally retarded as
measijred by the Iowa Test of Basic Skills.
Further, because of the absence of rigid and conprehensive
controls of the group, the question still remains as to what extent
the factors of socio-economic status and "Teacher Methodology" could
or did significantly alter the performance of these Negro ninth-grade
44
pijpils. However, it is apparent from the test results to what extent
there was a difference in performance from variable to variable on
the achievement test used in the study.
More significantly perhaps, there remains the question as to
what extent the "level of aspiration" was the same or markedly dif¬
ferent between the two groTq)s and would or did significantly affect
the level of observable and measurable performance of the ninth-grade
homogeneously-groi5)ed and heterogeneously-grox;^ed pi:5)ils in this
school.
Pointedly, perhaps, there remains the question as to what
extent "homogeneous" grouping is more effective than "heterogeneous”
grouping in facilitating school achievement. Or, to put the question
another way, whether or not there is a significant difference in the
extent of pupil accomplishment in homogeneous and heterogeneous
groups.
Results on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills-Form 2 (Vocabulary).—
The data on the vocabulary con^onent of the Iowa Test of Basic Skills
as revealed by the raw scores obtained by the twenty-five homogeneoiisly-
grouped and the twenty-five heterogeneously-grouped ninth-grade piq>ils
of the Oconee High School, Dublin, Georgia, I963-I964 are presented
in Tables I3 and l4, pages 45 and 46, respectively; and are analyzed
in the separate paragraphs below.
Homogeneous GroiQ) - For the twenty-five homogeneously-grouped
ninth-grade pupils the scores (grade-placement) ranged from a low
of 5.7 to a high of 10.8 with a mean of 8,0, a median of 8.0, a
45
TABLE 13
DISTRIBUTION AND PERCENTAGE OF GRADE EQUIVALENTS OBTAINED ON
THE VOCABULARY TEST OF THE ICWA TEST OF BASIC SKILLS-FORM 1
BY TWENTY-FIVE HOMOGENEOUSLY-GROUPED AND TWENTY-FIVE
HETEROGENEOUSLY-GROUPED NINTH GRADE PUPILS AT THE
OCONEE HIOI SCHOOL, DUBLIN, GEORGIA
Homogeneous Heterogeneous
ocopes





95- 99 3 12
90- 94 1 4
85- 89 2 8
80- 84 4 16 1 4
75- 79
70- 74 2 8
4 16
65- 69 7 28 10 4o
60- 64 1 4 5 20











SI s’bsindaxd deviation of 1«6 sind a standard error of the mean of »3l6«
Nine or 36 per cent scored above the mean, 12 or 44 pel? cent scored
below the mean, and 4 or 16 per cent scored within the mean class-
intervsil. The mean score of 8.0 indicated a grade-placement index
of 8.0 which was 1.2 points below the norm of expectancy of achieve¬
ment in the eirea of vocabulary.
Heterogeneous Groi:^) - For the twenty-five heterogeneously-
grouped ninth-grade pupils the scores (grade-placement) reinged from
a low of 5»2 to a hi^ of 8.0, with a mean of 7»3» a median of 6.5,
a standard deviation of .78, and a stsindard error of the mean of .156.
Five or 20 per cent scored above the mean, 2o or 80 per cent scored
below the mean, sind none scored within the mean class-interval. The
mean score of 7«3 indicated a grade-placement index of 7»3» which
was 2.6 points below the norm of expectancy of achievement in the anea
of vocabulary.
TABLE l4
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES ON THE IOWA TEST OF BASIC SKILLS
FORM 1 (vocabulary) BETWEEN THE TWENTY-FIVE HOMO¬
GENEOUSLY-GROUPED AND TWENTY FIVE HETEROGEN¬
EOUSLY-GROUPED ninth-grade”pupils in the
OCONEE HIGH SCHOOL, DUBLIN, GEORGIA






Gtov^ 25 8.0 8.0 1.6 .318
and .7 .352 1.84
Heterogeneous
Gro^5) 25 6.5 7.3 .78 .156
The "t” ratio of con5)arative data - Table l4 shows the com¬
parative measures for the two groups were as follows: the mean grade-
placement was 8.0 and 7,3 for the homogeneous and heterogeneous
groiqo, respectively, with a difference of .7 favor of the homo¬
geneous group; the median grade-placemet was 8,0 and 6,5 for the
homogeneous and heterogeneous group, respectively, with a difference
of 1.5 in favor of the homogeneous group; the standard deviation was
1.6 and .78 for the homogeneous and the heterogeneous groiQ), re¬
spectively, with a difference of .82 in favor of the homogeneous
group; and the standard error of the mean was .316 and .156 for the
homogeneous and heterogeneous group, re^ectively, with a difference
of .16 in favor of the homogeneous grorgo. The standard error of the
difference between the two means was .352.
The ”t" for these data was 1.84 which was not significant for
it was less than 2.58 at the (.01) per cent level of confidence at
48 degrees of freedom. Therefore, the difference on the vocabulary
component of the Iowa Test of Basic Skills-Fom 1 was not signi¬
ficantly for these two groTq)S of pupils.
Interpretation - A summary of the data analyzed and compared
above would appear to indicate that the mean grade-placement of 8.0
and 7»3 for the homogeneous and heterogeneous group, respectively,
was also an indication that the homogeneous group was educationally
retarded and that the heterogeneous group was educationall y retarded
as measured by the Iowa Test of Basic Skills.
Further, because of the absence of rigid and comprehensive
controls of the group, the question still remains as to what extent
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the factors of socio-economic status and "Teacher Methodology" coiiLd
or did significantly alter the performance of these Negro ninth-grade
pupils. However, it is apparent from the test results to what extent
there was a difference in performance from variable to variable on
the achievement test used in the study.
More significantly,perhaps, there remains the question as to
what extent the "level of aspiration" was the same or markedly dif¬
ferent between the two groups sind would or did significantly affect
the level of observable and measurable performance of the ninth-
grade homogeneously-grotq>ed and heterogeneously-grouped pupils in
this school.
Pointedly, perhaps, there remains the question as to what extent
"homogeneous" grouping is more effective than "heterogeneous" grouping
in facilitating school achievement. Or, to put the question another
way, whether or not there is a significant difference in the extent
of pupil accomplishment in homogeneous and heterogeneous groups.
Results on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills-Form 1 (Reading),—
The data on the reading component of the Iowa Test of Basic Skills
as i^vealed by the raw scores obtained by the twenty-five homogeneously-
groiq)ed and the twenty-five heterogeneously-groiQ)ed ninth-grade
pupils of the Oconee High School, Dublin, Georgia, I963-I964 are
presented oin Tables I5 and I6, pages,49 and 50, rei^ectively; and
are analyzed in the separate paragraphs below.
Homogeneous Group - For the twenty-five homogeneously-grouped
ninth-grade pupils the scores (grade-placement) ranged from a low of
6,4 to a high of 10,5 vith a mean of 8,6, a median of 8,5, a standard
49
TABLE 15
DISTRIBUTION AND PERCENTAGE OF GRADE EQUIVALENTS OBTAINED ON
THE READING TEST OF THE lOtlk TEST OF BASIC SKILLS, FORM 1,
BY TSENTY-FIVE HOMOGENEOUSLY-GROUPED AND TWENTY-FIVE
HETEROGENEOUSLY-GROUPED NINTH GRADE PUPILS AT
THE OCONEE HIGH SCHOOL IN DUBLIN, GEORGIA
Homogeneous HeterogeneousScores




95- 99 3 12
90- 94 2 8 1 k
85- 89 4 16 1 4
80- 84 5 20 1 4
75- 79 k 16 5 20
o1 6 24
65- 69 2 8 5 20
10VO 1 1 4 16













deviation of 1.12 and a standard error of the mean of ,224. Hine or
36 per cent scored above the mean, 12 or 44 per cent scored below the
mean, and 4 or 16 per cent scored within the mean class-interval. The
mean score of 8,6 indicated a grade-placement index of 8,6, which
was ,6 points below the norm of expectancy of achievement in the area
of reading.
Heterogeneous Grot^) - For the twenty-five heterogeneously-
grox5)ed ninth-grade pupils the scores (grade-placement) ranged from a
low of 5*4 to a high of 9«0» with a mean of 7»3» a median of 7»2, a
standard deviation of ,90, and a standard error of the mean of ,l8.
Three or 12 per cent scored above the mean, I7 or 68 per cent scored
below the mean, and 5 or 20 per cent scored within the mean class-
interval, The mean score of 7*3 indicated a grade-placement index
of 7»3» which was 2,6 points below the norm of expectancy of achieve¬
ment in the area of reading.
TABLE 16
SIGNIFICAHT DIFFERENCES OH THE IOWA TEST OF BASIC SKILLS-
FOEM 1 (reading) BETWEEN THE TWENTY-FIVE HOMOGENEOUSLY-
GROUPED AND TWENTY-FIVE HETEROGENEOUSLY-GROUPED NINTH










Group 25 8.5 8.6 1.12 CM•
and .1-3 .287 4.52
Heterogeneous
Group 25 7.2 7.3 .90 .18
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The "t" ratio of comparative data - Table l6 shows the com¬
parative measures for the two grov5)S were as follows: the mean grade-
placement was 8,6 and 7»3 for the homogeneous and heterogeneous
group, respectively, with a difference of 1.3 lii favor of the homo¬
geneous groTQ); the median grade-placement of 8.5 and 7*2 for the
homogeneous and heterogeneous groiQ), respectively, with a difference
of 1.3 in favor of the homogeneous group; the standard deviation was
1.12 and .90 for the homogeneous and the heterogeneous group, re¬
spectively, with a difference of ,22 in favor of the homogeneous
group; and the standard error of the mean was .224 and ,8 for the
homogeneous and heterogeneous graaQ), respectively, with a difference
of .044 in favor of the homogeneous group. The standard error of the
difference between the two means was ,287.
The "t" data was 4.52 which was significant for it was greater
than the 2,58 at the (.01) per cent level of confidence at 48 degrees
of freedom. Therefore, the difference on the reading con5>onent of
the Iowa Test of Basic Skills - Form 1 was statistically significant
for these two grotps of pT:^ils,
Interpretation - A summary of the data analyzed and conpared
above would appear to indicate that the mean grade-placement of 8.6
and 7»3 for the homogeneous and heterogeneous grotp, respectively, was
also an indication that the homogeneous group was educationally
retarded and that the heterogeneous groxp was educationally retarded
as measured by the Iowa Test of Basic Skills,
Further, because of the absence of rigid and conprehensive
controls of the group, the question still remains as to what extent the
52
factors of socio-economic status and "Teacher Methodology" covild or
did significantly alter the performance of these Negro ninth-grade
pupils. However, it is apparent from the test results to what extent
there was a difference in performance from variable to variable on the
achievement test used in the study.
More significantly, perhaps, there remains the question as to
what extent the "level of aspiration" was the same or markedly dif¬
ferent between the two grotq)s and would or did significantly affect
the level of observable and measxirable performance of the ninth-
grade homogeneously-grouped and heterogeneously-groxq>ed pupils in
this school.
Pointedly, perhaps, there remains the question as to what extent
"homogeneous" grouping is more effective than "heterogeneous" grouping
in facilitating school achievement. Or, to put the question another
way, whether or not there is a significant difference in the extent
of pT;5>ils accac^li&hment in homogeneous and heterogeneous grotips.
ResiUts on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills - Form 1 (Language).—
The data on the language component of the lotfa Test of Basic Skills
as revealed by the raw scores obtained by the twenty-five homogeneously-
groiq)ed and the twenty-five heterogeneously-grot^ed ninth-grade px5)ils
of the Oconee High School, Dublin, Georgia, I963-I964 are presented
in Tables 17 and I8, pages 53 aiid respectively; and are analyzed
in the s^arate paragraphs below.
Homogeneo\xs group - For the twenty-five homogeneously-groTg)ed
ninth-grade pT;q)ils the scores (grade-placement) ranged from a low
of 6.5 to a high of 11.2 with a mean of 8.8, a median of 8.6, a
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TABLE 17
DISTRIBUTION AND PERCENTAGE OF GRADE EQUIVALENTS OBTAINED ON
THE LANGUAGE TEST OF THE IONA TEST OF BASIC SKILLS-FORM 1,
BY TWENTY-FIVE HOMOGENEOUSLY-GROUPED AND TOENTY-FIVE
HETEROGENEOUSLY-GROUPED NINTH GRADE PUPILS AT THE
OCONEE HICH SCHOOL, DUBLIN, GEORGIA
Scores Homogeneous Heterogeneous




95- 99 1 4
90- 94 4 16 2 8
85- 89 4 16 2 8
80- 84 4 16 1 4
75- 79 2 8 5 20
70- 74 2 8 4 16
65- 69 2 8 7 28
60- 64 2 8
55- 59 2 8
10
45- 49
Total 25 100 25 100
Mean 8.8 7.3






standard deviation of 1.29, and a standard error of the mean of .268.
Eleven or 44 per cent scored above the mean, 10 or 4o per cent scored
below the mean, and 4 or l6 per cent scored within the mean class-
interval, The mean score of 8,8 indicated a grade-placement index of
8,8, which was 1,1 points below the norm of expectancy of achieve¬
ment in the area of language.
Heterogeneous group - For the twenty-five heterogeneously-
grouped ninth-grade prpils the scores (grade-plaoement) ranged from
a low of 5.5 to a high of 9,4, with a mean of 7.3j a- median of 7.4,
a standard deviation of .97> a, standard error of the mean of .434.
Ten or 4o per cent scored above the mean, 11 or 44 per cent scored
below the mean, and 4 or l6 per cent scored within the mean class-
interval, The mean score of 7.3 indicated a grade-placement index
of 7.3» which was 2,6 points below the norm of expectancy of achieve¬
ment in the area of language.
TABLE 18
SICaUFICAlIT DIFFERENCES ON THE IOWA TEST OF BASIC SKILLS-
FOEM 1 (LANGUAGE) BETWEEN THE TWENTY-FIVE HOMOGENEOUSLY
GROUPED AND TWENTY-FIVE HETEROGENEOUSLY-GROUPED NINTH-"
GRADE PUPILS IN THE OCONEE HIGH SCHOOL, DUBLIN,
GEORGIA, 1963-1964
GroTQ) Number Median Mean Sigma
'
S';']!:.'
Mean l^-Mg M^ - Mg ”t"
Homogeneous
Group 25 8,6 8,8 1.29 .268
and
. 1*5 .287 4.52
Heterogeneous
Group 25 7.4 7.3 .97 .434
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The "t" ratio of ccai5>arative data - Table l8 shows the com¬
parative measures for the two groi5)s were as follows: the mean grade-
placement was 8.8 and 7*3 for the homogeneous and heterogeneous group,
respectively, with a difference of 1,5 in favor of the homogeneous
group; the median grade-placement was 8,6 and 7*^ for the homogeneous
and heterogeneous grot^, with a difference of 1,2 in favor of the
homogeneous groi5>; the standard deviation was 1,29 •97 for the
homogeneous and the heterogeneous groi:®, respectively, with a diff¬
erence of ,32 in favor of the homogeneous groxq); and the standard
error of the mean was ,268 and ,434 for the homogeneous and hetero¬
geneous groiq), re^ectively, with a difference of ,l66 in favor of
the heterogeneous group. The standard error of the difference
*
between the two means was 5 *14.
The "t" for these data was 2,87 which was significant for it
was greater than 2,58 at the (,0l) per cent level of confidence at 48
degrees of freedom. Therefore, the difference on the language com¬
ponent of the Iowa Test of Basic Skills -Form 1 was statistically
significant for these two groT;5)s of pTq)ils,
Interpretation - A summary of Idle data analyzed and compared above
would appear to indicate that the mean grade-placement of 8,8 and 7,3
for the homogeneous and heterogeneous groxqp, respectively, was also
an indication that the hamogeneoun groip was educationally retarded
and that the heterogeneous group was educationally retarded as measured
by the Iowa Test of Basic Skills,
Further, because of the absence of eigid and conprehensive
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controls of the grot®, the question still remains as to what extent
the factors of socio-economic status and "Teacher Methodology" could
or did significantly alter the performance of these Negro ninth-grade
pt5)ils* However, it is apparent from the test results to what extent
there was a difference in performance from variable to variable on
the achievement test used in the study.
More significantly, perhaps, there remains the question as to
what extent the "level of aspiration" was the same or markedly dif¬
ferent between the two groups and woxild or did significantly affect
the level of observable and measurable performance of the ninth-grade
homogeneously-groitped and heterogeneously-grov^ed pupils in this
school.
Pointedly, perhsps, there remains the question as to what
extent "homogeneous" grouping is more effective than "heterogeneotis"
grot5)ing in facilitating school achievement. Or, to put the question
another way, whether or not there is a significant difference in the
extent of piq>il accoo^lishment in homogeneous and heterogeneotis grot^s.
Results on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills - Form 1 (Work-Study).—
The data on the work-study component of the Iowa Test of Basic Skills
as revealed by the raw scores obtained by the twenty-five homogeneously-
grot5>ed and the twenty-five heterogeneously-grot5>ed ninth-grade ptqiils
of the Oconee High School, Dublin, Georgia, I963-I964 are presented in
Tables I9 and 20, pages 57 and 58, respectively; and are analyzed in
the separate paragraphs below.
Homogeneous grotq) - For the twenty-five homogoi eously-grox5)ed
ninth-grade pupils the scores (grade-placement) ranged from a low of 6.6
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TABLE 19
DISTRIBUTION AMD PERCENTAGE OF GRADE EQUIVALENTS OBTAINED ON
THE WORK-STUDY TEST OP THE IOWA TEST OF BASIC SKILLS -
FORM 1, BY TWENTY-FIVE HOMOGENEOUSLY-GROUPED AND
TWENTY-FIVE HETEROGENEOUSLY-GROUPED NINTH
GRADERS AT. THE OCONEE. HIGH SCHOOL, .
.DUBLIN, GEORGIA
Scores Homogeneous Heterogeneous







85- 89 7 28 1 4
80- 84 8 32 1 4
75- 79 3 12 5 20
70- 74 4 16 9 36
65- 69 2 8 7 28












to a high of 9.8 -with a mean of 8.1, a median of 8.2, a standard
deviation of .725> s^d a standard error of the mean of .145. Ei^t
or 32 per cent scored above the mean, 9 or 38 per cent scored below
the mean, and 8 or 32 per cent scored within the mean class-interval.
The mean score of 8.1 indicated a grade-placement index of 8.1, which
was 1.8 points below the norm of ezpectancy of achievement in the
area of work-study.
Heterogeneous groi^ - For the twenty-five heterogeneously-
grov^ed ninth-grade pupils the scores (grade-placement) ranged from
a low of 5*7 to a high of 8.6, with a mean of 7*2, a median of 7»3>
a standard deviation of .525j and a standard error of the mean
of .105. Seven or 28 per cent scored above the mean, 9 ox 38 per
cent scored below the mean, and 9 or 36 per cent scored within the
mean class-interval. The mean scored of 7»2 indicated a grade-
placement index of 7.2, which was 2.7 points below the norm of
expectancy of achievement in the area of work-study.
TABI^: 20
SIGNIFICAHT DIFFERENCES ON THE IONA TEST OF BASIC SKCLLS-
FORM 1 (WORK-STUDY) BETWEEN TWENTY-FIVE HOMOGENEOUSLY-
GROUPED NINTH-GRADE PUPILS IN THE OCONEE HIGH SCHOOL,
DUBLIN, GEORGIA, I963-I964





Group 25 8.2 8.1 .725 .145
and .9 .178 4.83
Heterogeneous
Group 25 7.3 7.2 .525 .105
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Ihe "t" ratio of comparative data - Table 20 shows the comparative
measures for the two grovps were as follows: the mean grade-placement
was 8.1 and 7»2 for the homogeneous and heterogeneous grotp, re¬
spectively, with a difference of *9 in favor of the homogeneous groip,
the median grade-placement of 8.2 and 7»3 for the homogeneous and
heterogeneous groxp, re^ectively, with a difference of .9 in favor
of the homogeneous groip; the standard deviation was .725 and .525
for the homogeneous and the heterogeneous groip, re^ectively, with
a difference of .2 in favor of the homogeneous group; and the standard
error of the mean was .145 and .105 fon the homogeneous and hetero¬
geneous groxp, re^ectively, with a difference of .04 in favor of
the homogeneous grotp. The standard error of the difference between
the two means was .178.
The ”t" for these data was 4.83 which was significant for it
was greater than 2.58 at the (.01) per cent level of confidence at
48 degrees of freedom. Therefore, the difference on the work-study
component of the Iowa Test of Basic Skills - Form 1 was statistically
significant for these two groxps of pupils.
Interpretation - A summary of the data analyzed and compared
above would appear to indicate that the mean grade-placement of 8,1 and
7.2 for the homogeneous and heterogeneous groip, respectively, was
also an indication that the homogeneous groxp was educationally re¬
tarded and that the heterogeneous groop was educationally retarded
as meastured by the Iowa Test of Basic Skills.
Further, becaiise of the absence of rigid and comprehensive
6o
controls of the group, the question still remains as to what extent
the facotrs of sociO-econcanic status and "Teacher Methodology" could
or did significantly alter the performance of these Negro ninth-
grade pi;q>ils. However, it is apparent from the test resxilts to what
extent there was a difference in performance from variable to variable
on the achievement test used in the stxidy.
More significantly, perhaps, there remains the question as to
what extent the "level of aspiration" was the same or markedly dif¬
ferent between the two grotps and would or did significantly affect
the level of observable and measurable performance of the ninth-
grade homogeneously-grorped and heterogeneously-grotped pvpils in
this school*
Pointedly, perhsps, there remains the question as to what
extent "homogeneous" grotping is more effective than "heterogeneous"
grotping in facilitating school achievement. Or, to put the question
another way, whether or not there is a significant difference in the
extent of ptpil acconplishment in homogeneous and heterogeneous grotps*
Results on the Iowa Test of Basie Skills - Form 1 (Arithmetic),—
The data on the arithmetic component of the Iowa Test of Basic Skills
as revealed by the raw scores obtained by the twenty-five homogeneo\isly-
grotped and the twenty-five heterogeneously-groiped ninth-grade pipils
of the oconee High School, Dublin, Georgia, I963-I964 are presented in
Tables 21 and 22, pages 6l and 62, re^ectively; and are analyzed in
the s^arate paragraphs below,
Homogeneoxis gro\p - For the twenty-five homogeneously-groTped
6l
TABLE 21
DISTRIBUTION AND PERCENTAGE OF GRADE EQUIVALENTS OBTAINED ON
THE ARITHMETIC TEST OF THE IOWA TEST OF BASIC SKILLS -
FORM 1, BY TWENTI-FIVE HOMOGENEOUSLY-GROUPED AND
TWENTY-FIVE HETEROGENEOUSLY-GROUPED NINTH
GRADERS AT THE OCONEE HIGH SCHOOL, DUBLIN
GEORGIA
Scores Homogeneous Heterogeneous




95- 99 1 4
90- 94 1 4
85- 89 5 20 2 8
80- 84 8 40 1 4
75- 79 3 12 4 16
70- 74 1 4 6 24
65- 69 4 16 8 32
60- 64 1 4 3 12
55- 59
50- 54
1 4 1 4
45- 49









ninth-grade pvqpils the scores (grade-placem^t) ranged from a low of
5,9 to a hi^ of 9.8 with a mean of 7»9» a median of 8,0, a standard
deviation of 1,02 and a standard error of the mean of ,204, Fifteen
or 60 per cent scored above the mean, 7 or 28 per cent scored below
the mean, and 3 or 12 per cent scored within the mean class-interval.
The mean score of 7*9 indicated a grade-placement index of 7»9> which
was 2 points below the norm of expectancy of achievement in the area
of arithmetic.
Heterogeneous grot®) - For the twenty-five heterogeneously-
grovtped ninth-grade px5)ils the scores (grade-placement) ranged from
a low of 5*6 to a hi^ of 8,6, with a mean of 7»1> a median of 7*0,
a standard deviation of ,707> and a standard error of the mean of
,l4l. Seven or 28 per cent scored above the mean, 12 or 48 per cent
scored below the mean, and 6 or 24 per cent scored within the mean
TABLE 22
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES ON THE IOWA TEST OF BASIC SEELLS-
FORM 1 (ARITHMETIC) BETWEEN THE TWENTI-FIVE HQMOGEH-
EOUSLY-GROUPED AND TWENTY-FIVE HETEROGENEODSLY -
GROUPED NINTH-GRADE PUPILS IN THE OCONEE HIGH
SCHOOL, DUBLIN, GEORGIA, I963-I964







Grot^ 25 8,0 7.9 1,02 ,204
and .8 ,247 3.11
Heterogeneous
Gro\;^ 25 7.0 7.1 .707 ,l4l
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class-interval. The mean score of 7»1 indicated a grade-placement index
of 7,1, which was 2,8 points below the norm of expectancy of achieve¬
ment in the area of arithmetic.
The "t** ratio of conparative data - Table 22 shows the com¬
parative measures for the two groips were as follows: the mean grade-
placement was 7»9 aiid 7*1 for the homogeneoiis and heterogeneous
grotp, respectively, with a difference of ,8 in favor of the homogeneous
group; the median grade-placement was 8,0 and 7*0 for the homoganous
and heterogeneous group, respectively, with a difference of 1 in favor
of the homogeneous grotp; the standard deviation was 1,02 and ,707
for the homogeneous and the heterogeneous group, respectively, with
a difference of ,313 in favor of the homogeneous group; and the standard
error of the mean was ,204 and ,l4l for the homogeneous and hetero¬
geneous group, respectively, with a differnnce of .063 in favor of
the homogeneotis group. The standard error of the difference between
the two means was ,247,
The ”t" for these data was 3,11 which was significant for it
was greater than 2,58 at the (,0l) per cent level of confidence at 48
degrees of freedom. Therefore, the difference on the arithmetic
conponent of the Iowa Test of Basic Skills - Form 1 was statistically
significant for these two groxps of pipils.
Interpretation - A stmimary of the data analyzed and compared
above would appear to indicate that the mean grade-placement of 7,9
and 7,1 for the homogeneous and heterogeneous gro\p, respectively, was
also an indication that the homogeneous groip was educationally re¬
tarded and that the heterogeneous grotp was educationally retarded as
64
measured by the Iowa Test of Basic Skills*
Further, because of the absence of rigid and con^rehensive
controls of the grovp, the question still remains as to what extent
the factors of socio-economic status and teacher methodology could or
did significantly alter the perfonoance of these Uegro ninth-grade
pTq)ils. However, it is apparent from the test results to what extent
there was a difference in performance from variable to variable on
the achievement test xised in the study.
More significantly, perhaps, there remains the question as to
what extent the "level of a^iration" was the same or markedly dif¬
ferent'^between the two grotqps and would or did significantly affect
the level of observable and measurable performance of the ninth-grade
homogeneously-groT;q)ed and heterogeneously-grot^ed pupils in this
school.
Pointedly, perhaps, there remains the question as to what extent
"homogeneous" groxq>ing is more effective than "heterogeneous" grovqplng
in facilitating school achievement. Or, to put the question another
way, whether or not there is a significant difference in the extent
of pi;q>il accomplishment in homogeneous and heterogeneous groups.
Results of academic grades based on teacher*s ratings
(Language).—The data on language as rated by teachers as revealed by
the academic grades obtained by twenty-five homogeneously-grotped and
twenty-five heterogeneously-grovped ninth-grade pt5>ils of the Oconee
High School, Dublin, Georgia, I963-1964 are presented in Tables 23




DISTRIBUTION AND PERCENTAGE OF ACADEMIC GRADES, AS RATED
BY.TEACHERS* RATINGS IN LANGUAGE, OBTAINED BY
TWENTY-FIVE HOMOGENEOUSLY-GROUPED AND TWENTY
FIVE HETEROGENEOUSLY-GROUPED NINTH GRADERS
DURING THE FIRST SEMESTER AT THE OCONEE
. HIGH SCHOOL IN DUBLIN, GEORGIA
Scores Homogeneous Heterogeneous
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent
97-99
94-96 1 4
91-93 1 4 1 4
88-90 2 8 2 8
85-87 4 16 1 4
82-84 1 4 1 4
79-81 4 16 1 4
76-78 4 16 2 8
73-75 2 8 9 36
70-72 6 24 4 16









Average Grade 78.6 76.3
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Homogeneous groiqo - For the twenty-five homogeneously-grouped
ninth-grade pt^iils the academic scores ranged from a low of 69 to a
hi^ of 91 with a mean of 78.56, a median of 79> a standard deviation
of 6,9, and a standard error of the mean of 1.38. Eight or 32 per
cent scored above the mean, I3 or 52 per cent scored below the mean,
and k or 16 per cent scored within the mean class-intearval. The mean
score of 78.56, indicated a difference which was 6.44 points below the
mean index of 85 in the area of language.
Heterogeneous group - For the twenty-five heterogeneously-
grouped ninth-grade pupils the academic scores ranged from a low of 60
to a hi^ of 94, with a mean of 76.28, a median of 74, a standard
deviation of 8,58, and a standard error of the mean of 1.72. Seven
or 28 per cent scored above the mean, 16 or 64 per cent scored below
the mean, and 2 or 8 per cent scored within the mean class-interval.
The mean score of 76.28 indicated a difference which was 9*72 points
below the mean school index of 85 in the area of language.
TABLE 24
SEHJIFICAHT DIFFERENCES IN ACADEMIC GRADES AS RATED BY TEACHERS
IN (LANGUAGE) BETWEEN THE TWENTY-FIVE HOMOGENEOUSLY-GROUPED
AND TWENTY-FIVE HETEROGENEOUSLY-GROUPED NINTH-GRADE
PUPILS IN THE OCONEE HIC2I SCHOOL, DUBLIN, GEORGIA,
1963-1964







Group 25 79 78.56 6,9 1.38
and 2.28 2.33 .98
Heterogeneous
Group 25 ZH. ■ 76.28 8.58 1.72
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The "t" ratio of con^arative data - Table 2k shows the com¬
parative measures for the two grox5>s were as follows; the mean academic
score was 78,56 and 76»28 for the hamogaaeotis and heterogeneous groiip,
respectively, with a difference of 2,28 in favor of the homogeneous
grot5);the median scores was 79 7^ for the homogeneous and hetero¬
geneous grottp, respectively, with a difference of 5 in favor of the
homogeneoxis group; the standard deviation was 6,9 and 8.58 for the
homogeneous and the heterogeneous group, re^ectively, with a dif¬
ference of 1,68 in favor of the heterogeneous group; and the standard
error of the mean was 1,38 and 1,72 for the homogeneous and getero-
geneous group, re^ectively, with a difference of .34 in favor of the
heterogeneous grox^). The standard error of the difference between
the two means was 2.33,
The 'H;" for these data was ,98 which was not significant for
it was less than 2,58 at the (.01) per cent level of confidence at 48
degrees of freedom. Therefore, the difference in the academic grades
of language as measured by teachers* ratings was not statistically
significant for these two groups of pTq>ils,
Interpretation - A stanmary of the data analyzed and conpared
above would appear to indicate that the mean academic score of 78,56
and 76,28 for the homogeneous and heterogeneous groT:p, respectively,
was also an indication that the homogeneous grorp was educationally
retarded and that !Uie heterogeneous grotp was educationally retarded
as measured by teachers* ratings.
Further, because of the absence of rigid and comprehensive
controls of the grorp, the question still remains as to what extent
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the factors of socio-economic statTis and teacher methodology conld or
did significantly alter the performance of these Negro ninth-grade
pi5>ils. However, it is apparent from the academic grades to what
extent there was a difference in performance in the sub^ject matter
area used in this study.
More significantly, perhaps, there remains to question as to
what extent the "level of aspiration" was the same or markedly dif¬
ferent between the two grovq)s and would or did significantly affect the
level of observable and measurable performance of the ninth-grade
homogeneotisly-groi:5>ed and heterogeneously-groT:q>ed piqoils in this
school.
Pointedly, perhaps, there remains the question as to what extent
"homogeneous" groTQ)ing is more effective than "heterogeneous" groiqjing
in facilitating school achievement* Or, to put the question another
way, whether or not there is a significant difference in the extent
of pi:q>ils accoiiq>lishment in homogeneous and heterogeneous groins.
Resvtlts of Academic grades based on teachers* ratings (General
Science).—The data on general science as rated by teachers as re¬
vealed by the academic grades obtained by twenty-five homogeneously-
grotq»ed and twenty-five heterogeneously-groxq>ed ninth-grade pupils of
the Oconee High School, Dublin, Georgia, I963-I964 are presented in
Tables 25 and 26, pages 69 and 70, re^ectively; and are analyzed
in separate paragraphs below.
Homogeneous grotq) - For the twenty-five hoimogeneously-grov5)ed
ninth-grade pi5)ils the academic scores ranged from a low of 70 to a
69
hi^ of 93 with a mean of 78.2, a median of 78, a standard deviation
of 8,83, and a standard error of the mean of 1.77» Twelve or 48 per
TABLE 25
DISTRIBUTION AND PERCENTAGE OF ACADEMIC GRADES, AS RATED BY
TEACHERS IN GENERAL SCIENCE, OBTAINED BY TWENTY-FIVE
HOMOGENEOUSLY-GROUPED AND TWENTY-FIVE HETEROGEN-
EOUSLY^GROUPED NINTH GRADERS DURING THE FIRST













79-81 2 8 1 4
76-78 3 12 2 8
73-75 3 12 3 12










Average Grade 80.I 71
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cent scored above the mean, 10 o4 4o per cent scored below the mean,
and 3 or 12 per cent scored within the mean class-interval. The mean
score of 78.2 indicated a difference which was 6.8 points below the
mean school index of 85 in the area of general science.
Heterogeneous gro\q) - For the twenty-five heterogeneously-
grouped ninth-grade p\;5>ils the academic scores ranged from a low of 60
to a hi^ of 88, with a mean of 71*1> ^ median of 70, a standard
deviation of 6.84, and a standard error of the mean of 1.37» Eight
or 32 per cent scored above the mean, 9 or 36 per cent scored below
the mean, and 8 or 32 per cent scored within the mean class-interval.
The mean score of 71*1 indicated a difference which was 13*9 points
below the mean school index of 85 in the area of general science.
The "t" ratio of con^jarative data - Table 26 shows the com¬
parative measures for the two gro\:5>s were as follows: the mean academic
TABLE 26
SICaUPICAHT DIFFEEENCES IN ACADEMIC GRADES AS RATED BY
IEACHEBS in (GEMERAL science) between TWENTY-
FIVE HOMOGENEOUSLY-GROUPED AND TWENTY-FIVE
HETEROGENEOUSLY-GROUPED NINTH-GRADE PUPILS
IN THE OCONEE HIGH SCHOOL, DUBLIN,
GEORGIA,.1963-1964
S«E. S.E.
Groi^ Humber Median Mean. Sigma Mean % “ ^2
Homogeneous
Groi^i 25 78 78.2 8.83 1.77
and 7,1 2.23 3.17
Heterogeneous
Group 25 70 71.1 6.84 1.37
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score was 78,2 and 71.1 for the homogeneoiis and heterogemeous group,
respectively, with a difference of 7«1 in favor of the homogeneous
groi5>j the median academic score was 78 and 70 for the homogeneous
and heterogeneous groiip, respectively, with a difference of 8 in favor
of the homogeneous group; the standard deviation was 8.33 6*84
for the homogeneous and the heterogeneous gror^>, respectively, with a
difference of 1*99 in favor of the homogeneous groi:^; and a standard
error of the mean of 1*77 and 1.37 for the homogeneous and hetero¬
geneous gror^, respectively, with a difference of .4 in favor of
the homogeneous grov^. Ihe standard error of difference between the
two means was 2.23.
The "t” for these data was 3.17 which was significant for it
was greater than 2.^8 at the (.01) per cent level of confidence at 48
degrees of freedom. Therefore, the difference in the academic grades
of general science as meastired by teachers' ratings was statistically
significant for these two groxQ>s of p\;^>ils.
Interpretation - A summary of the data analyzed and ccmipared
above would appear to indicate that the mean academic score of 78,2
and 71.1 for the homogeneous and heterogeneous groi:^, respectively, was
also an indication that the homogeneous group was educationally
retarded and that the heterogeneous groaq> was educationally retarded
as measured by teachers* ratings.
Further, because of the absence of rigid and comprehensive
controls of the groi:^, the question still remains as to what extent
the factors of socio-economic status and teacher methodology could or
did significantly alter the performance of these Negro ninth-grade
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p\:^ils. However, it is apparent frcaa the academic grades to what
extent there was a difference in performance in the snhject matter
areas used in this study.
More significantly, perhaps, there remains the question as to
what extent the "level of aspiration" was the same or markedly dif¬
ferent between the two groiq)S and would or did significantly affect
the level of observable and measurable performance of the ninth-grade
hQmogeneously-groi;q>ed and heterogeneously-grotq>ed pupils in this
school.
Pointedly, perhaps, there remains the question as to what extent
"homogeneous" grouping is more effective than "heterogeneous" grouping
in facilitating school achievement. Or, to put the question another
way, whether or not there is a significant difference i n the extent
of pupils accoiiq>lishment in homogeneous and heterogeneous groiq>s.
Results of academic grades based on teachers* ratings
(Mathematics).—3!he data on mathematics as rated by teachers as re¬
vealed by the academic grades obtained by twenty-five homogeneously-
groiqoed and twenty-five heterogeneously-grot5)ed ninth-grade pv5>ils
of the Oconee High School, Dublin, Georgia, I963-I964 are presented
in Tables 27 and 28, pages 73 and 7k, respectively; and are analyzed
in separate paragraphs below.
Homogeneous Groiq) - For the twenty-five homogeneously-groined
ninth-grade pinils the academic scores ranged from a low of 60 to a
hi^ of 92 with a mean of 76.28, a median of 78, a standard deviation
of 6.93, and a standard error of the mean of I.38. Ten or 4o per cent
scored above the mean, 12 or 48 per cent scored below the mean, and
73
TABLE 27
DISTRIBUTION AND PEBCENTAGE OF ACADEMIC GRADES, AS RATED BY
IN mathematics, OBTAINED BY TWENTY-FIVE HCMO-
GENEOUSLY GROUPED AND TWENTY-FIVE HETEROGEHEOUSLY-
groupedIunih graders during the first semester
AT the OCONEE HIGH SCHOOL, DUBLIN, GEORGIA
Scores Homogeneous Heterogeneous






82-84 1 4 1 4
79-81 6 24 1 4
76-78 3 12 2 8
73-75 3 12 3 12
70-72 7 28 4 16
67-69 1 4 1 4
64-66 4 16
61-63 2 8
58-60 1 4 6 24





Average Grade 76 69
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three or 12 per cent scored with the mean class interval. The mean
score of 76,28 indicated a difference which was 8,72 points below the
mean school index of 8^ in the area of mathematics,
Heterogeneotis Groiqo - For the twenty-five heterogeneoiisly-
groi;9ed ninth-grade pupils the academic scores ranged from a low of 60
to a hi^ of 89) with a mean of 68,66, a median of 68, a standard
deviation of 8,37, aud a standard error of the mean of 1,67» Twelve
or 48 per cent scored above the mean, 12 or 48 per cent scored below
the mean, and 1 or 4 per cent scored within the mean class-interval.
The mean score of 68,66 indicated a difference which was 16,34 points
below the mean school index of 8^ in the area of mathematics,
TABLE 28
SIGmjICANT DIFFERENCES IN ACADEMIC GRADES AS RATED BY
teachers in mathematics between the twenty-five
HOMDGENEOUSLY-GSOUPED AND TWENTY-FIVE HETERO-
GENEOUSLY-GRODPED NINTH-GRADE PUPILS IN THE




Number Median Mean Sigma Mean Mj^-M. M -Mfc 12
Homogeneous
GroiQ) 25 78 76.28 6,93 1,38
and 7.62 2.30 3.31
Heterogeneous
Groi^ 25 68 68,66 8,37 1.67
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The "t" ratio of conrparatlve data - Table 28 shows the com-
paratire measures for the two groiq>s were as follows: the mean academic
score was 76,28 and 68.66 for the homogeneous and heterogeneous grov^,
respectively, with a difference of 7«62 in favor of the homogeneous
grotp; the median academic score was 7d and 68 for the homogeneous
and heterogeneotis grotp, respectively, with a difference of 10 in
favor of the homogeneous grotp, the standard deviation was 6.93 and
8.37 for the homogeneotis and the heterogeneous group, respectiveJ^,
with a difference of 1.44 in favor of the heterogeneous grotp; and the
standard error of the mean was 1^38 and I.67 for the homogeneous
and heterogeneotis groip, re^ectively, with a difference of .29 in
favor of the heterogeneous grotp. The standard error of difference
between the two means was 2.30.
The "t" for these data was 3»31 which was significant for it
was greater than 2.58 at the (.01) per cent level of confidence
at 48 degrees of freedom. Therefore, the difference in the academic
grades of mathematics as measured by teachers' ratings was statisti¬
cally significant for these two groT;ps of pipils.
Inteipretation - A summary of the data analyzed and conpared
above would appear to indicate that the mean academic score of 76.28
and 68.66 for the homogeneous and heterogeneous groip, respectively,
was also an Indication that the homogeneous grotp was educationally
retarded and that the heterogeneous grotp was educationally retarded
as measured by teachers* ratings.
Further, because of the absence of rigid and conprehensive
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controls of the groi;^) the question still remains as to what extent
the factors of socio-economic status and teacher methodology could or
did significantly alter the performance of these Uegro ninth-grade
pT5)ils, However,-it is apparent from the academic grades to what
extent there was a difference in performance in the subject matter
areas used in this study.
More significantly, perhaps, there remains the question as to
what extent the “level of aspiration" was the same or markedly dif¬
ferent between the two groups and woxild or did significantly affect
the level of observable and measurable performance of the ninth-grade
homogeneously-groiqoed and heterogeneously-gror^ed ptq>ils in this
school.
Pointedly, perhaps, there remains the question as to what extent
"homogeneous" groupins is more effective than "heterogeneous" grouping
in facilitating school achievement. Or, to put the question another
way, whether or not there is a significant difference in the extent
of pnpil accosq)lishment in homogeneous and heterogeneous groups.
Results of academic grades based on teachers* ratings (Language).—
The data on language rated by teachers as revealed by the academic
grades obtained by twenty-five homogeneously-grouped and twenty-five
heterogeneously-grot5)ed ninth-grade pt5>ils of the Oconee High School,
Dublin, Georgia, I963-I963, are presented in Tables 29 and 30, pages
77 and 78 respectively; and are analyzed in separate paragraphs below.
Homogeneoiis Grotq) - For the twenty-five hamogeneously-grot5)ed
ninth-grade ptq>lls the academic scores ranged from a low of 70 to
a high of 92 with a mean of 81.13, a, median of 8I, a standard deviation
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TABLE 29
DISTRIBUTION AND PERCENTAGE OF ACADEMIC GRADES, AS RATED
BY TEACHERS IN LANGUAGE, OBTAINED BY TWENTY-FIVE
HCMdOGENEOUSLY-GROUPED AND TWENTY-FIVE HETERO¬
GENEOUSLY-GROUPED NINTH GRADERS DURING THE
SECOND SEMESTER AT THE OCONEE HIGH
SCHOOL IN DUBLIN, GEORGIA
Homogeneous Heterogeneous
Scores




91-93 3 12 2 8
88-90 4 16 r' ■C. 8
85-87 1 4 2 8
82-84 4 16 1 4
79-81 3 12 2 8
76-78 4 16 5 20
73-75 3 12 3 12














of 6,99 a standard error of the mean of 1,4, Twelve or 48 per
cent scored above the mean, 10 or 4o per cent scored below the mean
and 3 or 12 per cent scored with the mean class-interval. The mean
scores of 81.3 indicated a difference which was 3,7 points below the
mean school index of 89 in the area of language.
Heterogeneous Grot® - For the twenty-five heterogeneously-
grot5)ed ninth-grade pt^ils the academic scores ranged from a low
of 6l to a hi^ of 98, with a mean of 78.2, a median of 77> a standard
deviation of 9*06 and a standard error of the mean of I.8I. Ten
or 4o per cent scored above the mean, 10 or 40 per cent scored below
the mean, and 3 or 20 per cent scored within the mean-class interval.
The mean score of 78,2 indicated a difference which was 6,8 points
below the mean school index of 83 in the area of language.
TABLE 30
SIGRIFICAIJT DIFFEREHC5ES HI ACADEMIC GKADES AS RATED BY
TEACHERS IN (LANGUAGE) BETWEEN THE TWENTY-FIVE HOMO-
GENEOUSLY-GBOOPED AND TWENTY-FIVE HETEROGENEOUSLY-
GROUPED NINTH-GRADE PUPILS IN THE OCONEE HICffl
SCHOOL, DUBLIN, GEORGIA, I963-I964






Grotqp 25 81 81.3 6.99 1.4
and 3.12 2.28 1.36
Heterogeneous
GroiQ) 25 77 78.2 9.06 1.81
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The "t” ratio of coa5>arative data - Table 30 shows the com-
paxative measures for the two grov5>s were as follow; the mean academic
score was 81.3 and 78.2 for the homogeneous and heterogeneous groiq),
re^ectively, with a difference of 3.12 in favor of the homogeneous
groxtpf the median academic score was 8l and 77 fo^r the homogeneous
and heterogeneous groiq), re^ectively, with a difference of 4 in
favor of the homogeneous grox^; the standard deviation was 6.99 and
9.06 for the homogeneous and the heterogeneous grotqp, respectively,
with a difference of 2.07 in favor of the heterogeneous grot^); and
the standard error of mean was 1.4 and 1.8l for the homogeneous and
heterogeneous groT:^), re^ectively, with a difference of .4l in favor
of the heterogeneous grotg). The standard error of the difference
between the two means was 2.28.
The "t” for these data was I.36 which was not significant for
it was less than 2.58 at the (.01) per cent level of confidence
at 48 degrees of freedcm. Therefore, the difference in the academic
grades of language as measured by teachers* ratings was not
statistically significant for these two grot^s of pnpils.
Interpretation > A summary of the data analyzed and compared
above would appear to indicate that the mean academic score of 76.28
and 68.66 for the homogeneous and heterogeneous group, respectively,
wad also an indication that the homogeneous grot^ was educationally
retarded and that the heterogeneous grovp was educationally retarded
as measured by teachers’ ratings.
Further, because of the absence of rigid and comprehensive
controls of the grotq), the question still remains as to what extent
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the factors of socio-economic status and teacher methodology could or
did significantly alter the performance of these Negro ninth-grade
prqpils. However, it is apparent from the academic grades to what
extent there was a difference in performance in the subject matter
areas used in this study.
More significantly, perhaps, there remains the question as to
what extent the "level of aspiration" was the same or markedly dif¬
ferent between the two groTq)s and would or did significantly affect
the level of observable and measiirable performance of the ninth-
grade homogeneously-groi;q)ed and heterogeneoiisly-grovped px^ils in
this school.
Pointedly, perhaps, there remains the question as to what extent
"homogeneous" grouping is more effective than "heterogeneous" grot5>ing
in facilitating school achievement. Or, to put the question another
way, Aether or not there is a significant difference in the extent
of px^il accoB^>lishment in homogeneous and heterogeneous groves.
Results of academic grades based on teachers* ratings (General
Science).—The data on general science as rated by teachers as re¬
vealed by the academic grades obtained by twenty-five homogeneously-
grouped and twenty-five heterogeneously-grotqied ninth-grade px5>ils
at the Oconee High School, Dublin, Georgia, I963-I964 are presented
in Tables 3I and 32, re^ectively, pages 8l and 82; and are analyzed
in separate paragr^hs below,
Hcmogeneotis Grotq> - For the twenty-five homogeneously-grotped
ninth-grade pt5>ils the academic scores ranged from a low of 64 to
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TABLE 31
DISTRIBUTION AND PERCENTAGE OF ACADEMIC GRADES, AS RATED BY
TEACHERS IN (GENERAL SCIENCE) OBTAINED BY TWENTY-FIVE
H(MOGENEOUSLY-(HlOUPED AND TWENTY-FIVE HETEROGENEOUSLY
GROUPED NINTH GRADERS DURING TEE SECOND SEMESTER
AT THE OCONEE Hicai SCHOOL IN DUBLIN, GEORGIA
Scores
Homogeneous Heterogeneous





85-87 3 12 1 4
82-84 3 12
79-81 1 4 1 4
76-78 4 16 3 12
73-75 2 8 2 8
70-72 3 S 7 28
67-69 5 20 5 20
64-66 1 4 3 12
61-63 1 4
58-60 2 8





Average Grade 77.2 70.3
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a high of 90 with a mean of 77.2, a median of 77, a standard deviation
of 7.8 and a standard error of the mean of I.56. Ten or 40 per cent
scored above the mean, U or 44 per cent scored below the mean, and 4
or 16 per cent scored within the mean class-interval. The mean score
of 77.2 indicated a difference which was 7*8 points below the mean
school index of 85 in the area of general science.
Heterogeneous GroiQ) - For the twenty-five heterogeneously-
grouped ninth-grade pt5)ils the academic scores ranged from a low of 60
to a hi^ of 85» with a mean of 70.2, a median of 70, a standard
deviation of 6,24, and a standard error of the mean of 1.24, Seven
or 28 per cent scored above the mean, 11 or 44 per cent scored below
the mean, and 7 or 28 per cent scored within the mean class-interval.
The mean score of 80.2 indicated a difference which was l4,8 points
below the mean school index of 85 in the area of general science,
TABLE 32
SIGHIFICAIIIT DIFFERENCES IN ACADEMIC GRADES AS BATED BY
TEACHERS IN (GENERAL SCIENCE) BETWEEN THE TOE3iTY-
FIVE HOMOGENEOUSLY-GROUPED AND TWENTY-FIVE
HETEROGENEOUSLY-GROUPED NINTH-GRADE PUPILS
IN THE OCONEE HIGH SCHOOL, DUBLIN, GEORGIA,
1963-1964
Group Number Median Mean Sigma
S.E, S.E,
Mean 14 -W. M -M "t"
1 ^ % 2
Homogeneotis
Group 25 77 77.12 7.8 1.56
and
Heterogeneous
Group 25 70 70.2 6.24 1,24
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The "t" ratio of comparative data - Table 32 shows the com¬
parative measures for the two grorqps were as follows; the mean academic
score was 77*12 and 70.2 for the homogeneous and heterogeneous groiq),
respectively, with a difference of 6,94' in favor of the homogeneotis
group, the median academic score was 77 70 for the homogeneous and
geterogeneous group, respectively, with a difference of 7 in favor of
the homogeneous groiqo; the standard deviation was 7*8 and 6.24 for
the homogeneoun and the heterogeneous group, respectively, with a dif¬
ference of 1.96 in favor of the homogeneous group; and the standard
error of the mean was 1.^6 and 1.24 for the homogeneotis and hetero¬
geneous grovp, re^ectively, with a difference of .32 in favor of
the homogeneous grot^. The standard error of the difference between
the two means was 1.99.
The ”t" for these data was 3.48 which was significant for it
was greater than 2.58 at the (.01) per cent level of confidence at 48
degrees of freedom. Therefore, the difference in the academic grades’
of general science as measured by teachers* ratings was statistically
significant for these two groups of pupils.
Interpretation - A summary of the data analyzed and conpared
above would appear 'to indicate that the mean academic score of 77.12
and 70.2 for the homogeneous and heterogeneous group, respectively,
was also an indication that the homogeneous groip was educationally re¬
tarded and that the heterogeneous groip was educationally retarded
as measured by teachers* ratings.
Further, beca\ise of the absence of rigid and conprehensive
controls of the grotp, the question still remains as to what extent the
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factors of socio-economic status and teacher methodology could or did
significantly alter the performance of these Negro ninth-grade piqpils.
However, it is apparent from the academic grades to what extent there
was a difference in performance in the subject matter areas used in
this study.
More significantly, perhaps, there remains the question as to
what what extent the "level of aspiration" was the same or markedly
different between the two groins and wovild or did significantly affect
the level of observable and measurable performance of the ninth-
grade homogeneously-grox5)ed and heterogeneously-grotqped piq>ils in this
school.
Pointedly, perhaps, there remains the question as to what extent
"homogeneous" grotq>ing3a more effective than "heterogeneous" groTq>ing
in facilitating school achievement. Or, to put the question another
way, whether or not there is a significant difference in the extent
of pi;q)il accoii^>lishment in homogeneous and heterogeneo^is groa:q>s.
Results of academic grades based on teachers* ratings (Mathemat¬
ics).—The data on mathematics as rated by teachers as revealed by the
academic grades obtained by twenty-five homogeneously-groiqoed and
twiEty=five heterogeneously-grotq)ed n3Lnth-grade piq)ils of the Oconee
High School, Dublin, Georgia, I963-1964 axe presented in Tables 33 and
34, pages 85 and 86, respectively; and are analyzed in separate
paragraphs below.
Homogeneous Grovp - For the twenty-five homogeneously-grotped
ninth-grade piq)ils the academic scores ranged from a low of 65 to a
high of 91 with a mean of 75.3, a median of 74, a standard deviation
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TABLE 33
DISTRIBUTION AND PERCENTAGE OF ACADEMIC GRADES, AS RATED BY
TEACHERS IN (MATHEMATICS), OBTAINED BY TWENTY-FIVE ,
HOMOGENEOUSLY-GROUPED AND TWENTY-FIVE HETERO¬
GENEOUSLY NINTH GRADERS DURING THE SECOND










82-84 3 12 1 4
79-81 1 4 4 16
76-78 2 8 2 8
73-75 6 24 1 4
70-72 6 24 4 16
67-69 2 8 4 16
64-66 2 8 3 12
61-63 1 4
58-60 5 20







Average Grade 75.1 69.9
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of 6,93 a standard error of the mean of 1,39» Nine or 3^ cent
scored above the mean, 10 or 40 per cent scored below the mean, and 6
or 2k per cent scored within the mean class-interval. The mean score
of 75 *3 indicated a difference which was 9*7 points below the mean
school index of 85 in the area of mathematics.
Heterogeneous Groiq) - For the ^enty-five heterogeneously-
groi;5>ed ninth-grade piipils the academic scores ranged from a low of 6o
to a high of 83, with a mean of 69,6, a median of 69, a standard
deviation of 7*74 and a standard error of the mean of 1,55* Twelve
or 48 per cent scored above the mean, 9 or 36 per cent scored below
the mean, and 4 or 16 per cent scored within the mean class-interval.
The mean score of 69.6 indicated a difference which was 15.4 points
below the mean school index of 85 in the area of mathematics,
TABLE 34
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN ACADEMIC GRADES AS RATED BY
TEACHERS IN (MATHEMATICS) BETWEEN THE TWENTY-FIVE
HOMOGENEOUSLY-GROUPED AND TWENTY-FIVE HETERO¬
GENEOUSLY-GROUPED NINTH-GRADE PUPILS IN THE”
OCONEE HIGH SCHOOL, DUBLIN, GEORGIA,
1963-1964






Groiq) 25 74 75.3 6.93 1.39
and 5.8 2,13 2.75
Heterogeneous
Grottp 25 69 69,6 7.74 1.55
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The "t" ratio of comparative data - Table 3^ shows the com¬
parative measures for the two grot^>s were as follows: the mean
academic score was 75.3 and 69.6 for the homogeneous and heterogeneous
grot^) respectively, with a difference of 5*8 in favor of the homo¬
geneous group;the median academic score was 7^ 89 for the homo«
geneous and heterogeneous grot^), re^ectively, with a difference
of 5 in favor of the homogeneous grov^, the standard deviation was
6,93 and 7*7^ for the homogeneous and the heterogeneous groi^), re¬
spectively, with a difference of ,8l in favor of the heterogeneous
grot®; and the standard error of mean was 1.39 and 1.55 for the
homogeneous and the heterogeneous grot®, reqoectively, with a dif¬
ference of .16 in favor of the heterogeneous grot®. The standard
error of difference between the two means was 2.13.
The "t” for these data was 2.75 which was significant for it
was greater than 2.58 at the (Ol) per cent level of confidence
at 4d degrees of freedom. Therefore, the difference in the academic
grades of mathematics as measured by teachers* ratings was statis¬
tically significant for these two grox®s of pt®ils.
Interpretation - A summary of the data analyzed and coB®ared
above would appear to indicate that the mean academic score of 75.3
and 69.6 for the homogeneous and heterogeneous grot®, respectively,
was also an indication that the homogeneous gro\® was educationally
retarded and that the heterogeneous groi® was educationally retarded
as measirred by teachers* ratings.
Further, because of the absence of rigid and coB®rehensive
controls of the groi®, the question still remains as to what extent
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the factors of socio-econoaiic status and teacher methodology could or
did significantly alter the performance of these Negro ninth-grade
]Saipils, However, it is apparent from the academic grades to what
extent there was a difference in perforaiance in the subject matter
areas used in this study.
More significantly, perhaps, there remains the question as to
what extent the "level of aspiration" was the same or markedly dif¬
ferent between the two groiqos and would or did significantly affect
the level of observable and measurable performance of the ninth-grade
homogeneously-grov^ed and heterogeneously-groiqoed pii^ils in this
school.
Pointedly, perhaps, there remains the question as to what extent
"homogeneous" grot5>ing is more effective than "heterogeneous" groi5)ing
in facilitating school achievement. Or, to put the question another
way, whether or not there is a significant difference in the extent
of pi:^ils accQBplishment in homogeneous and heterogeneoxis groups.
Interpretative Summaries
Resume of findings.—All of the quantitative measures basic to
the analysis and interpretation of the data presented throughout
Chspter II as shown in Tables 1 through 3^» summarized in the
Stmmiary Tables 35 and 36, pages 89 and 90> re^ectively, for the in¬
dicated performance and/or indices of the homogeneously-groi5>ed and
the heterogeneously-grorqped ninth grade pvq)ils on the following tests
and academic grades.
1. California Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity
TABLE 1
SUMMARY OF DATA ON THE CALIFORNIA TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY S-FORM, IOWA TEST OF BASIC
SKILLS-FORMS 1 AND 2 (GRADE-PLACEMENT AND PERCENTILE INDEXES) BETWEEN THE
TWENTY-FIVE HOMOGENEOUSLY-GROUPED AND THE TWENTY-FIVE HETEROGENEOUSLY-
GROUPED NINTH GRADE PUPILS IN THE OCONEE HIGH SCHOOL, DUBLIN,
1963-1964
Test Variables














California Test of Mental Maturity S-Form
98.36 4.62 .924 98.36 78.32 9.18 1.84 78.32 20.o4 2.09 9.63s 00VO
Iowa Test of Basic Skills-Fom 2
Vocabxilary 7.5 1.515 .303 7.7 6.16 .885 .177
Reading 7.8 1.37 .273 8.2 6.9 .89 .178
Language 8.4 1.18 .235 8.3 7.2 .866 .177
WorR-Study 7.7 .73 .146 8.0 6.8 .63 .126
Arithmetic 8.0 .90 .18 8.1 7.5 .77 .158
Iowa Test of Basic Skills-Form 1
Vocabulary 8.0 1.6 .316 7.9 7.3 .78 .156
Reading 8.6 1.12 .224 8.6 7.3 .90 .18
Language 8.8 1.29 .286 8.8 7.3 .97 .434
Work-Study 8.1 .725 .145 8.1 7.2 .525 .105
Arithmetic 7.9 1.02 .204 7.9 7.1 .707 .l4l






































SUMMARY OF DATA ON ACADEMIC GRADES IN LANGUAGE, GENERAL SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS AS
RATED BY TEACHERS (PERCENTILE) BETWEEN THE TWENTY-FIVE HOMOGENEOUSLY-GROUPED
AND THE HETEROGENEOUSLY-GROUPED NINTH GRADE PUPILS IN THE OCONEE HIGH
SCHOOL, DUBLIN, GEORGIA, I963-I964
aSKXaSSSBSBH
Homogeneous Group Heterogeneous Groxcp Difference Data
Academic .
Variables Mean Sigma SEq^
Grade









Teachers ' Ratings in Academic Variables-First Semester
Language 78.56 6.9 1.38 78.6 76.28 8.58 1.72 76.3 2.28 2.33 .98NS
General Science 78.2 8.83 1.77 80.1 71.1 6.84 1.37 71 7.1 2.23 3.17s
Mathematics 76.28 6.93 1.38 76 68.66 8.37m 1.67 69 7.62 2.3 3.31s
Teachers ' Ratings in Academic Variables-Second Semester
Language 81.3 6.99 1.4 81.3 78.2 9.06 1.81 78.4 3.12 2.28 I.36NS
General Science 77.12 7.8 1.56 77.2 70.2 6.24 1.24 70.3 6.94 1.99 3.48s




2* Iowa Test of Basic Skills - Form 2
ia) Total vocabularyb)Total readingc)Total languaged)Total work-studye)Tot arithmetic
3* Iowa Test of Basic Skills-Form 1
ia^ Total vocabularyb) Total readingc; Total languaged) Total work-studye) arithmetic
4. First Semester Academic Grade Ratings
(a) Language(b)General Science
(c)Mathematics




The "interpretative summaries" of the findings of this research
are rq)orted s^arately for each test variable and index and each
academic grade variable and index for the homogeneorisly-grovqped and the
heterogeneously-gror5>ed ninth grade pt5>ils in the Oconee Hi^ School*
Interpretative Summations
Interpretative summary on the California Test of Mental Maturity,
Short Form (IQ).—The data on the California Test of Mental Maturity,
S-Form (intelligence Quotients), as shown in Tables 1 and 2, pages 21
and 22 may be summarized and interpreted as follows:
1. There was significant difference on the variables of I.Q,
between the homogeneous and heterogeneous grotqos of ninth
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grade pupils as indicated by the IQ of 98.36 78*32,
respectively, to show a "t" of 9.63*
2. The mean IQ of 98.36 and 78.32 for the homogeneously-grov^ted
and the heterogeneously-groiqied pupils, reqaectively, in¬
dicated that the homogeneous grotqp was experiencing a mental
growth and development near norm while the heterogeneous
grot^ was experiencing a mental growth and development
markedly below the norm of expectancy.
Interpretative Summary on the Iowa test of Basic Skills, Form 2
(Vocabulary),—The data on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills (Vocabulary
Component) as presented in Tables 3 and 4, pages 25 and 26 may be
summarized and interpreted as follows:
1. There was significant difference of performance betweea
the homogeneous groxg) and the heterogeneous grotp of ninth
grade pvpils on the component of vocabulary. The "t" for
these groips was 4.84 which was greater than 2,58 at the
(,0l) one per cent level of.confidence and at 48 degrees
of freedom. Therefore, there was significant difference
in the vocabulary for the two groups,
2, In terms of grade-placement index: (a) both the homogeneous
groxp and the heterogeneous groi^) of pvpils was found to be
below the norm of expectancy on the vocabulary conponent with
7.7 6,2 grade-placement for the homogeneous groxp and the
heterogeneous grorp of ninth grade pipils, repectively.
Interpretative summary on Iowa Test of Basic Skills-Form 2
(Reading),—The data on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills (Reading Component)
as presented in Tables 5 snd 6, pages 29 and 30 may be summarized as
follows:
1, There was no significant difference between the homogeneously-
groiped and the heterogeneously-groiped ninth grade pipils
on the component of reading. The "t" for these grovps was
not significant for it was 2,48 which was less than 2,58 at
the (,0l) per cent level of confidence with 48 degrees of
freedom,. Therefore, there was no significant difference in
average reading performance for the two groups,
(a) However, the "t" of 2,48 very closely approximated
significance,
2, In terms of grade-placement index: (a) both the homogeneous
groip and the heterogeneous gro\p was found to be below the
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norm of expectancy on the reading component id.th 8*2 and
6,9 grade-placement for the homogeneous and heterogeneoxxs
groxps of ninth grade pi;^)ils, re^ectirely.
Interpretative simmary on Iowa Test of Basic Skills-Form 2
(Language).--The data on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills (Language Com¬
ponent) as presented in Tables 7 and 8, pages 33 aJid 3^ iiiay summarized
and interpreted as follows:
1, There was significant difference between the homogeneously-
grouped and the heterogeneously-grorped ninth grade p:Q>ils
on the component of language. The "t" for these grorps
was significant for it was 4,01 which was greater than 2,58
at the (,0l) per cent level of confidence and 48 degrees of
freedom. Therefore, there was significant difference in
language performance for the two groips,
2, In terms of grade-placement index: (a) both the homogeneously-
grorped and the heterogeneously-grorped ninth grade pipils
were found to be below the norm of e:pectancy with 8,3 and
7*2 grade-placement for the homogeneous and heterogeneous
groips, respectively.
Interpretative summary on Iowa Test of Basic Ski.lls-Form 2 (Work-
Study).—The data on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills-Form 2 (Work-Study
Conponent) as presented in Tables 9 and 10, pages 37 and 38 may be
summarized and interpreted as follows:
1, There was significant difference between the homogeneously-
groiped and the heterogeneously-grotped ninth grade pvpils
on the component of work-study. The "t“ for these grotps
was significant for it was 4,94 which was greater than 2,58
at the ^01) per cent level of confidence with 48 degrees of
freedom. Therefore, there was significant difference in
work-study performance for the two groips,
2, In terms of grade-placement index: (a) both homogeneously-
groiped and heterogeneously-grqrped ninth grade ptpils were
formd to be below the norm of expectancy on the work-study
conponent with 8,0 and 7«0 grade-placement for the homo¬
geneous and heterogeneous grOups of ninth grade ptplls,
respectively.
Interpretative summary on Iowa Test of Basic SVins-Form 2
(Arithmetic).—The data on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills-Form 2
(Arithmetic Ck3it5>onent) as presented in Tables 11 and 12, pages 4l and 42
may be snmmarized and interpreted as follows:
1* There was significant difference between the homogeneously-
groTQ>ed and the heterogeneously-grov5)ed ninth grade pt5)ils
on the congjonent of arithmetic. The "t" for these groiq>s
was significant for it was 3,18 which.was greater than 2,58
at'the (,0l) per cent level of confidence with 48 degrees
of freedom,. Therefore, there was significant difference in
arithmetic performance for the two grot^s,
2, In terms of grade-placement index: (a) both the homogeneonsly-
grot5>ed and the heterogeneously-groi^jed ninth grade piqoils
were found to be below the norm of expectancy on the arith¬
metic component with 8,1 and 7*5 grade-placement for the
homogeneonsly-grotped and the heterogeneously-groxped ninth
grade pupils, respectively,
Intean^retative stmmmry on Iowa Test of Basic Ski.lls-Form 1
(Vocabulary),—The data on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills (Vocabulary
Component) as presented in Tables 13 and l4, pages 46 and 46 may be
stanmarized and interpreted as follows:
1, There was no significant difference of performance between
the homogeneous grovp and the heterogeneous groip ninth grade
ptpils on the conponent of vocabulary. The "t” for these
groips was 1,84 which was less than 2*58 at the one (,0l)
per cent level of confidence and with 48 degrees of freedom.
Therefore, there was no significant difference in the
vocabulary for the two groips,
2, In terms of grade-placement index: (a) both the homogeneous
groip and the heterogeneous groip) of ninth grade prpils were
found to be below the norm of expectancy on the vocabtilary
conponent with 7*9 and 6,6 grade-placement for the homogeneous
grotp and the heterogeneous grotp of ninth grade pupils,
respectively,
(a) However, the homogeneous and heterogeneous grotps gained
,4.and ,2 or four months and 2 months, respectively, during
the academic year.
Interpretative summary on the Iowa Test of Basic Skllls-Form 1
(Reading).—The data on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills (Reading Conponent)
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as presented in Tables 15 and l6, pages 49 and 50 may be summarized
and interpreted as follows:
1, There was significant difference between the homogeneovisly-
grot5>ed and the heterogeneously-grotqoed ninth grade piqjils
on the conponent of reading. The "t" for these groTpjs was
significant for it was 4,52 which was greater than 2,58 at
the (,0l) per cent level of confidence with 48 degrees of
freedom,. Therefore, there was significant difference in
average reading performance for the two groups,
2, In terms of grade-placement index: (a) both the homogeneous
groxp and the heterogeneous groip) was found to be below the
norm of expectancy on the reading conponent with 8,6 and 7*1 ’
grade-placement for the homogeneous and the heterogeneoxis
grotps of ninth grade pvpils, re^ectively,
(a) However, the homogeneous and heterogeneous groxps
gained ,4 and ,2, or four months and two months,
respectively during the academic year.
Interpretative summary on Iowa Test of Basic Skills-Form 1
(Language).—The data on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills (Language
Conponent) as presented in Tables 17 and l8, pages 53 end 54 may be
summarized and interpreted as follows:
1, There was significant different between the homogeneously-
groxped and the heterogeneously-groiped ninth grade pipils
on the conponent of language. The ”t” for these gro\ps was
significant for it was 4,52 which was greater than 2,58
at the (.01) per cent level of confidence with 48 degrees
of freedom. Therefore, there was significant difference
in language performance for the two groips,
2, In terms of grade-placement index: (a) both the homogeneously-
grotped and the heterogeneously-grouped ninth grade pipils
were found to be below the norm of expectancy with 8,8 and
7*3 grade-placement for the homogeneous and the hetero¬
geneous groips, repectively,
(a) However, the homogeneously-groiped and the hetero-
geneously-groiped gained .5 and ,1 or 4 months or 1
month, respectively, during the academic year.
Interpretative summary on Iowa Test of Basic Skills-Form 1 (Work-
Study).—The data on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills-Form 1 (Work-Study
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Con5>onent) as presented in Tables I9 and 20, pages 57 and 58 inay be
summarized and interpreted as follows:
1. There was significant difference between the homogeneotisly-
grot5)ed and the heterogeneously-groiqted ninth grade pupils
on the component of work-study* The "t” for these groips
was significant for it was 4,83 which was greater than 2,58
at the (.01) per cent level of confidence with 48 degrees of
freedom. Therefore, there was significant difference in
work-st\idy performance for the two groips*
2* In terms of grade-placement index: (a) both homogeneously-
grovped and heterogeneously-groiped ninth grade pipils were
found to be below the norm of expectancy on the work-study
conponent with 8.1 and 7»1 grade-placement for the homo¬
geneous and the heterogeneous groups of ninth grade prpils,
respectively,
(a) However, the homogeneous and the heterogeneous grotps
gained .1 or one month grade-placement each during the
academic year.
Interpretative summary on Iowa Test of Basic Skills-Fo3nn 1
(Arithmetic).—The data on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills-Form (Arith¬
metic Conponent) as presented in Tables 21 and 22, pages 6l and 62
may be svmnoarized and interpreted as follows:
1. There was significant difference between the homogeneously-
groxped and the heterogeneously-grotped ninth grade ptpils
on the conponent on arithmetic. The “t" for fe®se groips
was significant for it was 3*^ which was greater than 2.58
at the (.01) per cent level of confidence with 48 degrees
of freedom. Therefore, there was significant difference in
arithmetic performance for the two grotps.
2. In terms of grade-placement index: (a) both the homogeneous¬
ly-grouped and the heterogeneously-grotped ninth grade ptpils
were found to be below the norm of expectancy en the arith¬
metic conponent with 7*9 aiid 7»1 grade-placement for the
homogeneously-grotped and the heterogeneously-grotped ninth
grade ptpils, repectively,
(a) However, the homogeneous and heterogeneous grotps de-
. . creased ,2 and .4, or two months and four months
grade-placement, repectively.
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Interpretative summary on academic grades as rated by teachers
during first semester (Language),—The data on academic grades as rated
by teachers (Language) as presented in Tables 23 and 24, pages 65 and 66
may be stnnmarized and Interpreted as follows:
1« There was no significant difference of performance between
the homogeneous gror^ and the heterogeneous group of ninth
grade ptqQils in the academic subject of language. The "t”
for these grot^s was .98 which was less than 2.98 at the (.01)
per cent level of confidence with 48 degrees of freedom.
Therefore, there was no significant difference in the language
grades for the two groves.
2. In terms of median grade index (89), based on the grading
system of Oconee High School: (a) both homogeneous]y-grot5>ed
and heterogeneously-grouped ninth grade prills were found
to be achieving below the median grade by 6.2 and 8.7 grade
points, respectively.
Interpretative summary on academic grades as rated by teachers
during first semester (General Science).—The data on the academic grades
as rated by teachers (General Science) as presented in Tables 25 and 26,
pages 69 and 70 may be stanmarized and interpreted as follows:
1. There was significant difference of performance between the
homogeneous grox5» and the heterogeneous grov® of ninth grade
pupils in the academic subject of general science. The "t"
for these grot5>s was 3.I7 which was greater than 2.58 at the
(.01) per cent level of confidence with 48 degrees of freedom.
Therefore, there was significant difference in the general
science grades for the two groups.
2. In terms of median grade index: (85), based on the grading
system of Oconee High School; (a) both homogeneoualy-grouped
and heterogeneously-groTq)ed ninth grade pupils were found to
be achieving below the median grade by 4.9 and 7.9 grade
points, re^ectively.
Interpretative summary on academic grades as rated by teachers
during first semester (Mathematics).—The data on the academic grades as
rated by teachers (Mathematics) as presented in Tables 27 and 27, pages
73 74 may be summarized and interpreted as follows:
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1, There was significant difference of performance between the
hcmogeneons group and the heterogeneous group of ninth grade
pD^ils in the academic subject of mathematics* The "t" for
these grot5)s was 3*31 which is greater than 2,58 at the (*01)
per cent level of confidence with 48 degrees of freedom*
Therefore, there was significant difference in mathematics
grades for the two grotqos*
2* In terms of median grade index; (85), based on the grading
system of Oconee Hi^ School: (a) both homogeneously-grouped
and heterogeneously-groD^ed ninth grade pigoils were found to
be achieving below the median grade by 9 and 16 percentile,
re^ectively*
Interpretative summary on academic grades as rated by teachers
during second semester (Language)*—The data on the academic grades as
rated by teachers (Language) as presented in Tables 29 and 30, pages 77
and 78 may be STimmarlzed and interpreted as follows;
1* There was no significant difference of perfonaance between
the homogeneous group and the heterogeneous grov^ of ninth
grade pt5>ils in the academic subject of language* The ”t"
for these groins was 1*36 which was less than 2*58 at the
(,0l) per cent level of confidence with 48 degrees of freedom*
Therefore, there was no significant difference in the language
grades for the two groups*
2* In terms of median grade index (85), based on the grading
system of Oconee High School: (a) both homogeneously-groined
and heterogeneously-groupsd ninth grade pinils were found to
be achieving below the median grade by 3*7 and 6*6 grade
points, respectively*
(a) However, there was a mean gain of 2*7 and 2,1 grade
■
points for the homogeneous groigo and the heterogeneous
groin> respectively*
Interpretative summary on academic grades as rated by teachers
(General Science)*—The data on the academic grades as rated by teachers
(General Science) as presented in Tables 3I and 32, pages 8l and 82
may be summarized and interpreted as follows:
1* There was significant difference of performance between the
homogeneous groiq) and the heterogeneous groTQ) of ninth grade
piqpils in the academic subject of general science* The "t"
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for these groiqps was 3.48 which was greater than 2,58 at the
(.01) per cent level of confidance with 48 degrees of freedom.
Therefore, there was significant difference in the general
science grades for the two groiqis,
2, In terms of median grade index: (85), based on the grading
system of Oconee High School; (a) both homogeneously-gro\5)ed
and heterogeneonsly-grovqped ninth grade pupils were found to
be achieving below the median grade index by 7*8 and 14,7
grade points, respectively,
(a) However, there was a decrease of 2.9 and ,7 grade points
in the mean performance for the homogeneous groiq* and
the heterogeneous groig?, respectively.
Interpretative stmnaary on academic grades as rated by teachers
during second semester (Mathematics),~~The data on the academic grades
as rated by teachers during the second semester in mathematics as
presented in Tables 33 and 34, pages 85 and 86 may be summarized and
interpreted as follows:
1, There was significant difference of performance between the
homogeneous groiQ) and the heterogeneous groiQ) of ninth grade
pupils in the academic subject of mathematics. The "t" for
these groups was 2,75 which was greater than 2,58 at the
(.01) per cent level of confidence with 48 degrees of
freedom. Therefore, there was significant differences in the
mathematics grades for the two groins,
2, In terms of median grade index (85), based on the grading
system of Oconee Hi^ School: (a) both hQmogeneously-grot5>ed
and heterogeneously-groT:^ed ninth grade pT;5>ils were found to
be achieving below the median grade by 9,9 and 15,1 grade,
points, respectively,
(a) However, there was a decrease of ,9 of a grade point
_ , in then,mean performance of the homogeneous group and
an increase of ,9 of a grade point in the mean per¬
formance of the heterogeneous groi^).
CHAPTER III
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMEIDATIONS
Rationale»^-Uown the years and e^ecially in the more recent
decade, educators and classroom teachers have been seriously and per¬
sistently concerned in tasks of developing and using more efficient
and effective groining of learners within the classroom situation.
Out of the many approaches to the problem of gronping learners so
as to achieve economy, efficiency and effectiveness in the teaching-
learning situation, the two approaches most discussed and tised have
been homogeneous and heterogeneoxis groining of students.
Advantages and disadvantages of both of the two types of grovqping
have been thoroughly explored and rq>orted in the literature either
as research findings or philosophical generalizations pertinent to
organizational and operational patterns in the teaching-learning
situation.
More recently, still, louch en^hasis has been placed t^on and
highly promising results that have developed from the process of
groTq>ihg within the class designation.
Evolution of the problem.—This study evolved from the writer*s
experiences as teacher-counselor during which time the rate of achieve¬
ment, the level of aspirations and the interests of students in the
Oconee High School were brou^t forcib]y to her attention.
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Contribution to educational knowledgeThe data provided in
this study should serve to: (l) assist administrators in planning a
curriculum to best meet the needs of pt5)ils with var3ring abilities (2)
reveal to teachers areas of wealmesses in the basic skills of
reading, vocabulary, language, arithmetic and work-study, and (3)
afford a basis for inproved instruction and remediation at an early
stage of high school.
Statement of the problem,—She problem involved in this st\idy
wa^ to make a comparison of achierement as measured by tests and
"teachers* marks" for homogeneous and heterogeneous grot5)s of ninth
graders in the Oconee High School, Dublin, Georgia,
Scope and limitations of the study,—Limitations of this study
were:
1, The selection of a specific grade in Oconee Hi^ School
and the selection of two groves,
2, The basic data were confined to test scores taken from
two standardized tests, one intelligence and one
achievement (two administrations), and teachers* ratings
in language, general science and mathematics,
3, It was concerned with the year I963-I964,
Purpose of the study,—The general purpose of this study was to
test the null hypothesis: There are no differences in achievement as
measured by test scores and "teachers*-marks" between homogeneous and
heterogeneous groi5>s of ninth grade pi5)ils in the Oconee Hi^ School,
Definitions.—School achievement was operationally defined in
terms of the standardized tests used and "teachers* marks,"
locale and research-design of study,—The significant a^ects
of the locale and research-design of this research are indicated below.
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1, Locale and Period - This study vas conducted dviring the
1963-1964 regular school term. The locale of the research
was the Oconee Hi^ School, Dublin, Georgia,
2, Research Method - The Descriptive-Comparative method of
research utilizing testing and documentary and statistical
analysis was used as the means of realizing the purposes
of this study,
3, Subjects - There were fifty pt5)ils in the ninth grade of
the Oconee Hi^ School, Dublin, Georgia, All of these
fifty pt5)ils were tested and grade ratings were taJsen from
the official school records while they were being used as
subjects for this study,
4, Instruments - The instruments used in this research were:
(a) official school records, (b) the Iowa Test of Basic
Skills, Ninth Grade Level, Forms 1 and 2 making use of the
variables of Vocabulary, Reading Cooprehension, Language,
Work-Study, and Arithmetic,
5, Criterion of reliability - The "criterion of reliability"
used to test the significant differences of the data
between the two grot^sj homogeneous and heterogeneous was
a Fisher's "t" of 2,58 at the (,0l) per cent level of
confidence for 48 degrees of freedom.
Research procedures,—Research procedures for this study were
as follows:
1, Permission to conduct the study was secured from the
proper authorities,
2, The subjects, enroUees at Oconee High School, were
selected on the basis of test data secured at the opening
of the 1963-1984 academic year, using Intelligence
Quotients as the criterion for homogeneity and hetero¬
geneity,
3, The Iowa Test of Basic Skills, Form 2^"was administered
to both groT:5>s during the month of October,
4, The Iowa Test of Basic Skills, Form 1 was administered
to both grot5>s during the month of May,
5, The semester's grade averages of both grot5)ed and non-
gror^jed sections were taken from the cumulative records.
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6» The mean, median, standard deviation, standard error of
the mean and percentages and procedures for determining
significance of the difference between means were used in
waking generalizations of the two grot^s. Data was
assembled into appropriate tables and exp).ained accordingly*
7, The "t" test of 2*58 at the (.01) one per cent level of
confidence with 48 degrees of freedom was used as the
criterion of reliability*
8* Formulation of findings, conclusions, inpllcations and
reccmimendations was drawn from the detailed analysis of
all data collected and incorporated in the finished thesis
copy.
Summary of related literature*—From the review of related
literature, there seems to be the general conclusion of many authorities
that some kind of grovping automatically occurs in most public hi^
schools where children of varying abilities come to be educated* There
is a general consensus that the most widely iiped factor for grovping
is ability.
Nevertheless, authorities generally agree that no other factor
alone will constitute "the” factor best suited for grouping purposes,
but it is generally agreed that if certain factors are reasonably
controlled, prpils grotped homogeneously will show gain in some
variables of achievement that will be significant enou^ to warrant
such practices.
However, it has been found that irrespective of the groiping
plan, groiping without deliberate changes in instructional content is
invalid*
From the literature, the writer secured significant points of view
and listed them along with various authors* The observations have been
summarized and reported in the succeeding paragrephs*
1. Wyndliam - In terms of igqprovement in scholastic achievements,
the evidence is sli^tly in favor of ability grov5>ing, but
no final answer can be given to the question.
2. Billet - In his study to deteinnine the advantages of ability
grorq)ing in English of ninth grade pT;q>ils, concluded that
the fast homogeneous group seemed to engaged in many acti¬
vities for which no adequate measure was provided in the
testing program. Nevertheless, he found there was probable
error of difference mean gain.
3. Goldberg - On the basis of the study she directed, concluded
that ability groi;^ing, itself, - that is the mere physical
assembling of px:q>ils with similar ability did not have any
positive affect on the academic attainment of fifth and sixth
grade pvqiils. Gains in achievement were influenced more
strongly by teacher and gronp differences, in individual
classrocms, than by the presence or absence of gldted ptq)lls,
the range of ability in the class, or even by the intellect¬
ual ability of the pupils.
4. Edmondson, Roemer, Bacon - Segregation is designed primarily
for the purpose of iaq>roving the instructional process.
5. Terrance - In his report of achievement of fifth and sixth
grade students, discovered the following: ll4 underachievers
had a mean I.Q. of 111.2 as measured by the Kuhlmann-Anderson
test and 73 overachievers had a mean I.Q. of 104.7» The
general conclusion was that in general, underachievers tend
to have a hi^ I.Q. score.
6. Barlow - In his study it was foxmd that homogeneous groxqping
did not lead to greater measured gains.
The review of related literature led to the following con¬
clusions :
1. The differences in school achievement is not markedly great
because of ability groiq>lng, even thou^ some form of groining
is widely practices.
2* "Teacher Challenge" could serve as a major factor in pupil
gain whether bright, average or slow.
3. Enrichment of instructional program with new material rather
than watering down of or an addition of content siaterial to
meet the needs of all pxq>ils is essential for achievement
gain.
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Summaxy of the basic findings.—»Ihe stunmary of the basic findings
of this reseaxch dealing with the comparison of tested differences in
school achievement (Vocabulary, Reading Comprehension, LangoagenSkills,
and Arithmetic Skills) and the con^arison of academic grade differences
in school achievement (Language, General Science and Mathematics)
between homogeneously-grovped ninth grade pvpils and heterogeneotisly-
groined ninth grade piQ>ils of the Oconee High School, Ihiblin, Georgia,
1963-1964 are presented below under the appropriate data captions.
Intelligence Quotient
Tables 1-2
The performance on the California Test of Mental Maturity, S-Form
indicated: for the homogeneous gro\^> an Intelligence Quotient mean of
96.36, a standard deviation of 5*62, a standard error of the mean of
.924, and an average grade-placement index of 7»8j whereas, for the
heterogeneous group an Intelligence Quotient mean of 78.32, a standard
deviation of 9*16, a standard error of the mean of 1.84 and an average
grade-placement index of 5*5« The two gro\Q)s showed a difference
between the means of 20.04, a standard error of difference between the
mean of 2.09, and a "t” of 9*63 which was significant.
Vocabulary
Tables 3-4
The performance on the vocabulary conponent indicated: for the
homogeneous groip) a mean of 7*76, a standard deviation of 1.52, a
standard error of the mean of .303 and a grade-placement of 7*7j
whereas, for the heterogeneous groip a mean of 6.2, a standard deviation
lo6
of »685f a standard error of the mean of .177 and a grade-placement
of 6.2. The two groi;^s showed a difference between the means of 1.6,
a standard error of difference between the two means of .3^1. and a "t"
of 4.84 which was not significant.
Reading
Tables 5-6
The performance on the reading con^onent indicated: for the
homogenecus grov® a mean of 7«8j a standard deviation of 1.37> a
standard error of the mean of .273 Bnd a grade-placement of 8.2;
whereas, for the heterogeneous group a mean of 6.9, a standard deviation
of .89} a standard error of the mean of .178 and a grade-placement
of 6.9* The two groaQ>s showed a difference between the means of .81,
a standard error of difference between the two means of .326 and a
”t" of 2.48 which was not significant.
Language
Tables 7-8
The performance on the languetge component indicated: for the
homogeneous group a mean of 8.4, a standard deviation of I.I8, a
standard error of the mean of .235 cund a grade-placement of 8.3;
whereas, for the heterogeneous groi^ a mean of 7*2, a standard deviation
of .866, a standard error of the mean of .177 and a grade-placement
of 7*2. The two groups showed a difference between the means of 1.2,
a standard error of difference between the mean of .294 and a "t”




The performance on the work-study component Indicated.: for the
homogeneous groiq) a mean of 7*7» a standard deviation of •73> a
standard error of the mean of .146 and a grade-placement of 8.0;
whereas, for the heterogeneous group a mean of 6,8, a standard deviation
of ,63, a standard error of the mean of ,126 and a grade-placement
of 7*0, The two groups showed a difference between the means of ,9^*
a standard error of difference between the two means of ,192 and a ”t"
of 4,94 which was significant.
Arithmetic
Tables 11-12
The performance on the arithmetic conponent indicates: for the
homogeneous grotp a mean of 8,0, a standard deviation of ,90, a standard
error of the mean of ,l8 and a grade-placement of 8,1; whereas, for
the heterogeneous grovp a mean of 7«5> a standard deviation of ,77»
a standard error of the mean of ,158 and a grade-placement of 7»5*
The two grotps showed a difference between the mean of ,86, a
standard error of difference between the two means of ,239 and a ”t"
of 3,18 which was or was not significant.
Academic Ratings for First Semester
Language
Tables 23-24
The performance on academic grade achievement in language in¬
dicated: for the homogeneous groi;p a mean grade index of 78,56, a
standard deviation of 6,9, a standard error of mean 1,38 and an
io8
average grade index of 78*6; whereas, for the heterogeneous grot^ a
mean grade index of 76*28, a standard deviation of 8.85, a standard
error of the mean of 1*72 and an average grade index of 76*3» Ill®
gro\Q)S shwoed a difference between the means of 2,28, a standard




The performance on academic grade achievement in general science
indicated: for the homogeneous groiQ) a mean grade index of 78*2, a
standard deviation of 8,83, a standard error of mean of 1*77 and an
average grade index of 71*1) a standard deviation of 6*84, a standard
error of the mean of 1*37 Mid an average grade index of 71* Hi® two
groups showed a difference between the means of 7*1» a standard error




The perfoirmance on academic grade achievement in mathematics
indicated: for the homogeneous grov^ a mean grade index of 76*28, a
standard deviation of 6*93* a. standard error of mean of 1*38 and an
average grade index of 76; whereas, for the heterogeneous groi:^ a
mean grade index of 68.66, a standard deviation of 8*37) a standard
error of the mean of 1*67 and an average grade index of 69* The two
groups showed a difference between the means of 7*62, a standard error





The performance on the vocabulary coirponent indicated: for the
homogeneous group a mean of 8*0, a standard deviation of 1*6, a
standard error of the mean of *316 and a grade-placement of 7*9J
whereas, for the heterogeneous group a mean of 7»3> a- standard deviation
of *78, a standard error of the mean of .156 and a grade-placement of
6.6* The two groups showed a difference between the means of •7> &
standard error of difference between the two means of *352 and a "t"
of 1.84 which was not significant.
Beading
Tables 15-16
The performance on the reading component indicated: for the
homogeneous groxp a mean of 8.6, a standard deviation of 1*12, a
standard error of the mean of .224 and a grade-placement of 8.6;
whereas, for the heterogeneous grotp a mean of 7*3) & standard deviation
of .90, a standard error of the mean of .18 and a grade-placement of
7*1* two groips showed a difference between the means of 1.3, a
standard error of difference between the two means of .287 and a "t"
of 4.52 which was significant.
Language
Tables 17-18
The performance on the language component indicated: for the
homogeneous group a mean of 8.8, a standard deviation of 1.29, a
standard error of the mean of .268 and a grade-placement of 8.8;
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whereas, for the heterogeneous grotip a mean of 7.3» a standard deviation
of ,97, a standard error of the mean of ,434 and a grade-placement of
7.3« The two groi5>s showed a difference between the means of 1,5, a




The performance on the work-study conponent indicated: for the
homogeneous grotp a mean of 8,1, a standard deviation of ,725» a standard
error of the mean of ,l45 and a grade-placement of 8*1; whereas, for
the heterogeneous group a mean of 7*2, a standard deviation of ,525»
a standard error of the mean of ,105 end a grade-placement of 7*1» The
two groups showed a difference between the means of ,9> a standard




The performance on the arithmetic ccmponent indicated: for the
homogeneous gro\p a mean of 7*9) a standard deviation of 1,02, a
standard-error of the mean of ,204 and a grade-placement of 7*9J where¬
as, for the heterogeneous groip a mean of 7*1) a standard deviation
of ,707, a standard error of the mean of ,l4l and a grade-placement
of 7»1» The two grotps showed a difference between the mean of ^8,
a standard error of difference between the two means of ,247 aid a "t"
of 3«11 which was significant.
Ill
Academic Ratings for Second Semester
Language
Tables 29-30
The performance on academic grade achievement in language indicated
for the homogeneous group a mean grade index of 81.3, a standard devlaton
of 6,99, a standard erorr of the mean of 1,4 and an average grade index
of 81,3; whereas, for the heterogeneous gror^* a mean grade index of
78.2, a standard deviation of 9*o6, a standard error of the mean of I.8I
and an average grade index of 3.12, a standard error of the difference
between the means of 2.28, and a "t” of 1,36 which was not significant.
General Science
Tables 31-32
The performance on academic grade achievement general science
indicated: for the homogeneous group a mean grade index of 77*12,a
standard deviation of 7*8, a, standard error of the mean of 1.^6 and
an average grade index of 77*2; whereas, for the heterogeneous grorg) a
mean grade index of 70.2, a standard deviation of 6.24, a standard error
of the mean of 1.24 and an average grade index of 70.3. The two grottps
showed a difference between the means of 6.94, a standard error of




The performance on academic grade achievement in mathematics in¬
dicated; for the hamogenemis groxg) a mean grade index of 75*3, a
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standard deviation of 6,93, a standard error of the mean of 1,39
an average grade index of 7^*1; whereas, for the heterogeneons group
a mean grade index of 69*6, a standard deviation of 7*7^» a standard
error of the mean of l,55j and an average grade index of 69,9, The
two groT^s showed a difference between the means of 5*8, a standard
error of difference between the means of 2,13, and a "t” of 2,75 which
was significant.
Conclusions,—The findings of this research appear to warrant the
following conclusions:
1, It would appear that neither the homogeneous groi^ nor the
heterogeneous grov^ of pt^ils was educationally retarded,
but were achieving slower than the norm for the groiip would
warrant,
2, The data revealed that the homogeneous and the heterogeneous
gro^^s were not e^eriencing similar accon^lishment in
vocabulary during the first testing period for there was
statistically significant difference in the Iowa Test of
Basic Skills grade-placement mark^ earned by them in this
area. However, it was revealed on the second testing seven
months later that these groins were e:q>eriencing similar
accomplishments in vocabulary for there was no statistically
significant difference in the marks earned by them,
3, It wotild appear that the homogeneous and the heterogeneous
groips were experiencing similar accomplishments in reading
during the first testing period because there was no
statistically significant difference in the Iowa Test of
Basic Skills (grade-placement) marks earned by them in this
area. However, it was revealed on the second testing seven
months later that these groips were not experiencing similar
acconplishments in reading for there was statistically
significant difference in the marks earned by them.
It was noted that the measure of difference in reading during
the first testing closely approximates significance.
4, It was found that both the homogeneous and the heterogeneous
groups of pipils of the Oconee High School were experiencing
equal or similar accomplishments in Language, Work-Study,
and Arithmetic during both the first and second testing periods
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for there was no statistically significant difference
in the Iowa Test of Basic Skills grade-placement marks
earned hy them in these areas*
The data revealed that the homogeneous and the heterogeneous
groiq)s were experiencing equal or similar acconplishments in
language during the first semester, for there was no statis¬
tically significant difference in the academic grades as
rated by teachers and earned by them in this area of school
achievement.
6. It wotild appear that both homogeneous and heterogeneous
groups were not achieving at equal or similar levels in
General Science nor Mathematics for there was statistically
significant difference in the academic grades as rated by
teachers and earned by them in these areas of school achieve¬
ment*
7* The data seem to warrant the conclusion that grorping of
ninth grade pip>ils at Oconee Hi^ School revealed only small
gain in the tested area of vocabTilary and reading with *4
and *2 in each area for the homogeneous and heterogeneoixs
grotps, respectively; a gain of *5 and *1, respectively in
the tested area of language; an equal gain of .1 in the area
of work-study and a gain of *2 and *4, respectively in the
tested area of arithmetic*
8* The data appears to warrant the concltision that both the
homogeneous and heterogeneous groips experienced similar
gain in the academic subject of language* It revealed,
also, that the homogeneous groip decreased in performance
by 2*1 points greater than the decrease in performance of
the heterogeneous group and that the two grovps showed an
equal amount of decrease in the subject matter area of
mathematics as rated by teachers*
Implications .—The research seems to warrant the following im¬
plications which are additions to those inherent in the conclusions:
1* That there is an outstanding need for testing these pipils
in all areas of development so as to determine the cause for
the educational retardation which they are e:5periencing*
2* That there is need for the inclusion of other factors in
addition to that of ability for determining homogeneotis
grotping*
3* That when taught the same material and by the same teachers,
there is very little or no significant difference in
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homogeneous and heterogeneous groins with reference to gain.
Recommendations«—The following recommendations seem justified and
appropriate on the basis of the findings, conclusions and inqplications:
1. That further studies be made to test the conclusions made
by previous investigators with reference to the difference
in hcanogeneous and heterogeneous grotqoing.
2. That the school involved in this study give some thou^to
retesting such grox5>s using other instruments of meastire for
ccmparative purposes.
3. That the school should seriously consider the re-direction
and re-emphasis of their instructional procedures as to
foster a hi^ level of scholastic attainment.
4. That the school should eophasize the importance of becoming
test conscious and test sophisticated so as to assist its
ptpils in better performance.
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Georgia-Carolina Presbyterial (Women of the
Presbyterian Church), Civics organizations -
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Junior High Level • • 1957 S-Form
California Short-Form
Test of Mental Maturity
Devised by
ELIZABETH T. SULLIVAN, WILLIS W. CLARK, AND ERNEST W. TIEGS
INSTRUCTIONS TO EXAMINEES;
This is a test of mental maturity. In taking it you will show how well you understand
relationships and what you do when you face new problems. No one is expected to
do the whole test correctly, but you should answer as many items as you can. Work
as fast as you can without making mistakes.
DO NOT WRITE OR MARK ON THIS TEST BOOKLET,UNLESS TOLD TO DO SO BY THE EXAMINER.
11th Printing
PUBLISHED BY CALIFORNIA TEST BUREAU-5916 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD - LOS ANGELES 28, CALIFORNIA
BRANCH OFFICES: NEW CUMBERLAND. PA.; MADISON, WIS.; DALLAS, TEXAS - COPYRIGHT © 1957 BY CALIFORNIA TEST BUREAU - COPY¬
RIGHT UNDER INTERNATIONAL COPYRIGHT UNION-ALL RIGHTS RESERVED UNDER PAN-AMERICAN COPYRIGHT UNION-PRINTED IN U.S.A.
DIRECTIONS: Mark as yau are tald the letter, R, far each picture that shows a right;
mark the letter, L, far each picture that shows a left.
Samples A and B
1 2














SF-JH-57 ISTOP NOW WAIT FORFURTHER INSTRUCTIONS Test 1 Score(number right)
r ^ ^
DIRECTIONS: In each row find the drawing that is a different view of the first drawing.
Mark its number as you are told.
CT^D NOW WAIT FOR





DIRECTIONS: The first three pictures in each row are alike in some way. Decide how
they ore alike, and then find the one picture among the four to the right
of the dotted line that is most like them and mark its number.
TEST 3
DIRECTIONS; Read each group of statements below and the conclusions which follow.




E. All four-footed creatures are
animals.
All horses are four-footed.
Therefore
1 Creatures other than horses
can'walk
2 All horses can walk
3 All horses are animals E
51. Mr. X is an aviator.
Mr. X is scoutmaster for his
home town.
Therefore
1 Aviators make good scoutmas¬
ters
2 One aviator is a scoutmaster
^ Scoutmasters make good
aviators “ ^
52. Three boys are on a mountain
trail.
Dick is farther up the trail than
Dan.
Frank is farther up than Dick.
Which boy is in the middle




53. No human beings are exempt
from accidents.
Automobile drivers are human
beings.
Therefore
^ No human being is dependable
^ No automobile drivers are ex¬
empt from accidents




54. If he remains with his friend he
will suffer loss, and if he leaves
his friend he will suffer loss.
But, he must remain with his
friend or leave him.
Therefore
^ He should remain with his
friend
2 It takes courage to leave a
friend
^ He will suffer loss
55. All squares have four equal sides.
This figure does not have four
equal sides.
Therefore
1 It is a circle
2 It is not a square
^ It is either a triangle or a rec¬
tangle 5 5
56. He is either foreign-born or a
native.
But, he is not foreign-born.
Therefore
1 He is a voter
2 He is a native
2 He is a soldier 5 6
57. Pine Street is parallel to River
Drive.
River Dri\e is parallel to Cypress
Street.
Therefore
’ Pine Street is east of River Drive
2 Cypress Street crosses Pine Street
•' Pine Street is parallel to Cy¬
press Street 5 7
^
GO RIGHT ON TOTHE NEXT PAGE
7
TEST 4 (Continued)
58. Either your sister is more in¬
telligent than you, or as intel¬
ligent, or less intelligent.
But, your sister is not more intel¬
ligent, nor is she less intelligent.
Therefore
1 Your sister is less intelligent
than you
2 Your sister is as intelligent as
you
3 Your sister is more intelligent
than you
59. Jim has a better batting average
than Ed.
Ed has a better batting average
than Bill.




3 Ed60.A weighs less than B.
B weighs less than C.
Therefore
1 B weighs more than C
2 A’s weight equals B’s and C’s
3 A weighs less than C
62. If he is to keep his place on the
team he must avoid disputes with
the captain and the coach.
But, he will neither avoid dis¬
putes with the captain, nor will
he avoid disputes with the coach.
Therefore
^ He will not remain on the team
2 He will lose in popularity with
the school
3 He may have a reasonable
complaint
63. If the claim is unjust, refusal to
permit its discussion before the
Student Council is unwise.
If the claim is just, refusal is in¬
excusable.
But, the claim is either unjust or
it is just.
Therefore
^ The refusal is justified
2 The refusal is being discussed
freely
3 The refusal is either unwise or
inexcusable
64. A’s house is situated northeast
of B’s.
B’s house is situated northeast of
C’s.
Therefore
1 A’s house is situated nearest
to C’s
2 C’s house is nearer to A’s house
than to B’s
3 A’s house is situated to the
northeast of C’s
65.
61. The box contains either gold or
silver or crystal.
It does not contain silver.
Therefore
1 It contains crystal
2 It contains either gold or crystal
3 The conclusion is uncertain —
W is between X and Y.
X is between Y and Z.
Therefore
^ W is not between Y and Z
2 W is between X and Z
3 W is nearer to X than to Z





DIRECTIONS; In each row of numbers below, there is one that does not belong. Find
the number that should be omitted from each row among the answer
numbers on the right, and mark its letter as you are told. When you have
finished as many as you can from 66 to 75, read the Directions in the mid¬
dle of the page and proceed with rows 76 to 80.
TEST 5.
F. 2 4 6 8 9 10 12 14 a6 bg e 10 d 12 el4 - F
(66). 14 12 10 8 7 6 4 a 14 b 12 e 10 d8 e7 - 66
(67). 19 16 13 11 10 7 4 a 13 b 11 e 10 d7 e 4 - 67
(68). 1 5 9 13 15 17 a 15 bl3 c9 d5 e 1 68
(69). 4 5 7 8 10 11 12 13 a? b8 c 11 d 12 e 13 69
(70). 2 4 5 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 a2 b4 c9 d 10 el3 70
(71). 0 7 14 19 24 27 29 30 31 a 29 b27 e24 d 14 eO 71
(72). 20 17 15 14 11 9 8 7 5 3 2 a 17 b 14 e9 d7 eS 72
(73). 21 20 18 15 14 12 10 9 8 6 3 a21 b 10 e9 d8 e 6 — 73
(74). 2 3 5 8 12 17 22 23 30 a3 b8 e 12 d 17 e22 74
(75). 20 18 19 17 18 16 17 14 15 16 a 20 b 19 cl7 d 14 a 16 75
DIRECTIONS: Go right on with the following until told to stop. In each row of num¬
bers below, the numbers grow larger or smaller in o regular series of
whole numbers. Decide what numbers ore missing, find them among the
answers on the right, and mark the letter of your choice for the correct
answer. ' -il [I'U'I lill|l|lii. '[.t,j ||,| i'. |i ii'’,.
X. 12 14 15 ...... 18 a 13, 15, 16 bl3, 15, 17 el3, 16, 17
(In Sample X the correct answer is C, d 14, 16, 17 e 15, 16, 18 C
meaning 13, 16, 17.)
(76). , 1 4 10 19 a 5, 11, 18 b7, 13, 16 e5, 13, 16
d7, 11, 18 e5, 16, 18
(77). 2 8 32 a 7, 13, 33 b4, 16, 37 e3, 15, 48
d4, 16, 64 e6, 24, 64
(78). 44 37 16 ..... 2 a 30, 22, 8 b 31, 22, 9 e30, 23, 9
d30, 21, 9 e31, 23, 8
(79). 6 28 50 .__ 72 a 16. 38, 60 b 16, 39, 61 e 17, 38, 60
d 11, 39, 61 e 17, 39, 61
(80). 83 70 44 5 a57, 31, 18 b 53, 33, 23 e 57, 33, 19
d 53, 31, 18
1
a 57, 33, 18
Page 7








DIRECTIONS; Work these problems on o sheet of scratch paper,
the letter of each correct answer.
Mark os you ore told
j
TEST 6.





81. If a freight train travels at the rate of 20 miles an hour, how a5
many miles will it travel in 4 hours? b24
eSO
<160 81
82. How many pieces of candy can you buy for 15 cents at the ag
rate of 4 for 5 cents? b 12
e IS
<160 82
83. On a road map each one-half inch represents 20 miles. How a 10
many miles are represented by 5 inches? b20
e 100
<J200 83
84. Large envelopes that sell for 3 cents each can be had for 30 a 10^
cents a dozen. How much is saved when bought by the b6«S
dozen?
e 234?*
J r\j. 0 A
85. How many one-inch cubes can be placed in a box 5 inches





86. If you had 20 words in spelling and were marked 90%, how ^ 1
many words did you spell correctly? bll
e 18
d 19 86
87. How many IV2 cent stamps would you give in even exchange







GO RIGHT ON TO.THE NEXT PAGE
7
TEST 6 (Continued)
88. A ball team played 25 games and won 7 games more than it * 7
lost. How many games did it win?
e 16
d 18 8 8
89. How many sheets of paper 7 inches by 10 inches can you cut *3
from a sheet of paper 21 inches by 30 inches?
c9
d34 89
90. At 10 cents a foot, what is the cost of enough molding to go a $3.10
around the ceiling of a room 15 feet wide bv 16 feet long? b $6.20
e $31.00
d $24.00 90




92. If a 5 inch cube of ice weighs 4V4 pounds, how many pounds a 2121/2
will a 10 inch cube weigh? ‘»81/2
c34
dSO 92
93. What is the number which if multiplied by 2 is 4 less than a6
3 times 6? b7
e 14
d8 93
94. Jim says his age is ^/4 of his uncle’s, and that their ages to- a 10
gether total 40 years. How many years difference is there b20
between Jim’s and his uncle’s age?
e 24
d30 94
95. A tank is fed by two pipes, one of which can fill it in 2 hours, «2
and the other in 3 hours. A third pipe can empty it in 1 hour.
If the tank is full and all three pipes are opened and operating








DIRECTIONS: Mark as you are told the number of the word that means the same or about
the same as the first word.
TEST 7 120. invariably ^ probably ^ seldom
3 always ■* motionless — 120
H. blossom 1 tree ^ vine 121. detect ^ remove 2 discover
3 flower ^ garden H ® overtake ^ apply — 121
96. strange ^ real ^ tgH 122. reluctantly ^ gladly 2 instantly
® certain unknown — 96 3 certainly ^ unwillingly — 122
97. reply ^ news ^ answer 123. inefficient ^ unruly 2 prudent
2 note open —
97 3 incompetent inevitable — 123
98. liberty ^ benefit ^ seize 124. facetious ^ active 2 fragile
3 freedom ^ aid — 98 ® humorous ^ inventive — 124
99. assist ^ consent ^ help 125. ambiguous ^ hard 2 doubtful
2 agree overlook — 99 3 responsible ^ confident — 125
100. admire ^ defend ^ protect 126. utilize ^ harmonize 2 identify
® approve ^ agree — 100 a use ^ invite — 126
101. aim 1 offer ^ ^^ppiy 127. dejected ^ slow 2 disheartened
® haste ^ end — 101 ® weighty destroyed — 127
102. esteem ^ reject ^ estimate 128. dexterity ^ safety 2 advantage
3 exceed ■* respect — 102 3 affection ^ skill — 128
103. acquire ^ agree ^ conduct 129. defer ^ affirm 2 delay
3 obtain ■* conflict — 103 3 confer ^ ordain — 129
104. counsel ^ glory ^ advice 130. deride ^ advance 2 encourage
® generous ^ satisfy — 104 * ennoble ^ ridicule — 130
105. ample ^ season 2 plentiful 131. concede ^ overrule 2 engage
3 alive ^ autumn — 105 ® allow ^ endeavor — 131
106. amaze ^ agree 2 betray 132. invoke ^ hover 2 imitate
® surprise ^ contrary — 106 3 ask ^ invest — 132
107. oppress ^ promise 2 imitate 133. coerce ^ varnish" 2 adverse
® crowd ^ burden — 107 3 treasure ^ compel — 133
108. liberal i lonely 2 generous 134. tarnish ^ frighten 2 blacken
3 learned ^ real — 108 3 lament ^ torment — 134
109. predatory ^ soft 2 stationary 135. antecedent ^ actual 2 pretended
3 plundering ^ lasting — 109 3 previous ^ genuine — 135
no. obstinate ^ saucy 2 headstrong 136. disparage ^ divert 2 discredit
^ satisfactory ^ obedient — 110 ® deprive ^ divide — 136
111. eternal ^ worthy 2 brief 137. impervious ^ empty 2 injurious
3 endless ^ native — 111 3 impenetrable ^ important — 137
112. fugitive ^ fetter 2 accident 138. deleterious ^ harmful 2 just
3 saddle ^ runaway — 112 tardy ^ particular — 138
113. legend ^ ancient 2 legion 139. presage ^ wisdom 2 precedent
® story ^ leisure — 113 ^ foretell ^ promote — 139
114. entreat ^ refuse 2 plead 140. surfeit ^ excess 2 excel
3 repair ^ reform — 114 ^ survey feature — 140
115. notable ^ terrible 2 brilliant 141. vertigo- ^greenish 2 ^j-uth
2 severe ^ famous — 115 3 strength giddiness — 141
116. diminish i obtain 2 repeat 142. quondam 1 quota 2 survivor
3 reduce ^ plentiful — 116 3 former ^ future — 142
117. envious ^ amiable 2 jealous 143. mandible ^ handcuff 2
® boisterous ^ enormous — 117 3 law 4 forceful — 143
118. prophecy ^ suggestion 2 task 144. odium 1 favor 2 blame
® substance ^ prediction — 118 3 smell 4 poem — 144
119. corrode ^ collect 2 disintegrate 145. chuff 1 peeve 2 churl
2 applaud 4 blame — 119 ® cliff ■* laugh — 145
Page 10
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* Shift decimal two placet to
the right before recording.10 15 20 25 30
n 1—1 1 1 1 1 1—1 I 1 1—1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 n
For compariion and prodiction, uio I.Q. per*
contile norms in table entitled “I.Q/s for
Various Populations" in Part 4 of the Manual.
n—r
20 25
I I I I i I mil
I'" I' r I" !■ I'
15 20 25 30 35 40 45
"i""n 'I I I I I II I I I n 'I I'T I f I I I I I iiiiiii
13 16 19 22 25 28 31 34 36 38 40 43 46 49 52 55 57 60 62 65 69 73 78 !
I 1 1 1 1 ^ 1 1 1 1 ^^ 1 1 1 1 1 1 ^ 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 ^^^ 1 ^ 1 1 1 1 1 1 ^^^ 1 ^^^ 1
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